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1 W a Y t o Solving I m balance of Urban Resources 
I T a n k a E p i s o d e m. arch2 chung chun yiu shina 
There has always been imbalance between urban phenomena. Such 
imbalance exists among both spatial and economic phenomena. 
Spatially, some parts of a city are always being under-use while some 
other parts are always being over-exploited. Economically, some 













Spatial Imbalancel: Uniqueness of 
spatial function confines the land 
occupancy of in time zones. 
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Spatial Imbalance 2: Uniqueness of 
function allocation inhibits the us-
able potentials of land. 
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A city that is over-crowded sorts remedies from land reclamation. 
Examples are worldwide. Many portal areas in the Netherlands, 
England, Australia, Italy, Singapore, China and even Thailand are 
built on reclaimed flat land. Hong Kong has her coastal frontage 
extended further and further out. As a result, the famous Victoria 
Harbour gradually turns to a "big nullah". Both Hong Kong and 
Osaka build their international airport on artificial land due to the 
lack of appropriate site in the existing urban contexts. Macau has 
also carried out huge reclamation work over the past decades in 
order to cope with the over-crowded situation of the city. All these 
result in the land area superceding the water at the expense of natu-
ral and environmental qualities, as well as inhabitability. 
Similarly, when dealing with economic hardship, mitigation mea-
sures are normally concentrated on the exploring of new 
opportunities. Least effort is devoted to promote the existing ones. 
The values and hidden potentials of which are therefore neglected. 
Through the process of exploring the new, be it land o「economic 
activities, the imbalance between urban elements are further 
accelerated. Since emphasizes are concentrated on one side of the 
scale only. In fact, we may handle it from another dimension: seek 
solutions by re-establishing the old. Apart from solving land 
scarcity problem through building up new 丨and, we may recapture 
the under-use land of the existing contexts. Apart from solving un-
employment through establishing new opportunities, we may re-ac-
tivate the existing ones. Seeking land from the existing context means 
the precious urban land would be more efficiently used. Seeking 
employment from the existing opportunities means resources are 
more efficiently allocated. 
In view of the above, the purpose of this paper is to find out the 
balance between different urban phenomena, which are generally 
grouped as the “Urban Under-use" and "Urban Over-use". I am not 
focusing on how to resolve the problems on the over-used parts of a 
city, but to inject "energizer" to the under-used side. In the following 
sections, I will first identify the different kinds of urban under-use 
elements and establish a way of incorporating which so as to achieve 
a more balanced and efficient allocation of urban resources. 
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Central and Wan Chai Reclamation 
Reclamation of Hong Kong. 
Reclamation Process of Macau. It shows 
the extent of exploration for new land. 
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Economic Imbalance: I. T. busineses 
flood the current market, while the tra-
ditional retail businesses are facing 
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篇 
Types of Urban Under-use 
There are many kinds of urban under-use. Among them, the land 
factor and the economic factor are some of the most dominant fac-
tors that affect the development of a city. The inefficient use of 
which would inevitably hinder a city's healthy growth. 
Under-use SPACES/ land in an urban area can be classified into 
several categories. 
Abandoned Land: These do not confine to rural 丨and that is cur-
rently abandoned from agriculture uses. They are also found in 
urban areas in the form of abandoned lots that are blocked from 
public uses. 
Land of Suspended Usage: These kinds of land are temporarily left 
aside, waiting for redevelopment. They include the residential blocks 
or industrial blocks in the old districts. After being retrieved by the 
Land Development Corporation (LDC), they are left untouched for 
years and years. They are found in Mong Kok, Tsim Sha Tsui, Tuen 
Wan, Wan Chai and some other old districts. 
Take Tsim Sha Tsui as an example. The area bounded by Hanoi 
Road (河內道)，Cornwall Ave.(康和里)，Bristol Ave.(碧仙桃街）and 
Mody Road ( 摩 h a s bee门 retrieved by the LDC some xx years 
ago. However, the area is left unattended since one particular house-
hold is reluctant to move. It is claimed that the compensation is too 
low. As a result, the entire plot of land is left abandoned for usage 
for years. As to when it can be re-developed is still a question. 
Though the land occupies the heart of the district, its values cannot 
be recognized until the redevelopment schemes begin. This posts 
great wastage to urban land resources. 
c m K], 
I- - V ‘. 
Land of temporary aban-
donment in Mody Road 
Tsim Sha Tsui. 
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Space with Obsolete Functions: These are spaces currently cater-
ing for functions that are not effectively operating. The shipyard site 
I at Po Ghong Wan, Aberdeen, is a good demonstration for this kind — 
of under-use land. 
Po Chong Wan is a coastal area to the east of the Aberdeen South 
Typhoon Shelter. It locates dominantly between two recreational 
sites: the Marina Club to its north and the Ocean Park to its South. 
It is presented to a prominent view to the Yuk Kwai Shan in Ap Lei 
Chau to its front and is backed up by the Nam Long Shan. Having 
such attractive location, it is, however, allocated to ship building in-
dustry in 1982. These shipyards are not in full operation nowadays 
due to changes in economic trend. Worst still, a new housing es-
tate is under construction right next to it. Under such circumstances, 
it is thus obvious that the area is no longer suitable as an industrial 
site. Reasons are summed below: 
1. The ship-building industry 
at Po Chong Wan is de-
clining almost to a stag-
nant stage; 
2. The site is suirounded by 
recreational and residen-
tial functions and is there-
fore unsuitable for indus-
trial use; 
3. Given the natural environ-
ment surrounding it, in-
dustrial uses would not be 
preferable. 
Areas with 





K o n g in 
which land 
is always in 
scarcity. 
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Under-employed Spaces: These refer to those urban spaces that 
are not employed to full capacity, but are devoted for one function 
only, while some other potentials are neglected. An example is the 
traffic land. Spaces devoted to traffic occupy a large proportion of 
urban area. According to government statistics, roads and traffic 
artifacts consume as much as 40% of the newly reclaimed land. 
However, these areas are used monolithically. Within which certain 
portion of land is devoted for roundabout and under-bridge spaces. 
These spaces are mainly used as flowerbeds or left open and are 
mostly un-used by public. Though they a「e not intended to be 
abandoned, in fact, they are. 
Certain effort has been carried out to make use of these under-
employed spaces. For instance, the Bowrington Bridge near the 
Time Square, Causeway Bay, is a large bridge spanning more than 
12.5m and about 6m in headroom. It occupies a length of more 
than 2300m. Area so covered is large. Functions such as public 
washrooms, bus stops, seating-out areas, kiosks, community ser-
vices center and some other functions, which do not require a strictly 
clean and quiet environment, are designated there. Though the 
underneath area do serves for some purposes, functions allocated 
under it seem like an isolated elements. Better method of function 
attachment may be needed in order to fully employ the spaces 
underneath. 
Different functions under the Bowington Bridge, Causewaybay. 
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area at the end of 
the Bowinton Bridge 
is currently highly 
landscaped as an 
leisure space. 
Rediculously, the 
utility rate is low. 
The accessible area 
covered by the 
Bowington Bridge, 
Causeway Bay. 
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A better application example is the new Driving School in Siu Lik 
Yuen, Shatin. This is a site under a network of 4 vehicular fly-ove「s 
with considerable headrooms. The area is opposite to some facto-
ries and is next to a highway. In other words，it is quite isolated and 
is hard to be developed for other purposes. 
However, it is allocated with function as a Driving School, which 
perfectly suits into the site configuration and site context. The Driv-
ing School does not require quiet and clean environment. Pedes-
trian access is not as strictly demanded as other uses. This is one 
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Definition of Under-employed Industry 
Under-employed industries refer to those businesses that contrib-
ute certain degree of values to the well being of an economy, but are 
being neglected of their values or are becoming less and less atten-
tive by the general public due to their decline in productivity. In fact, 
their decline could be a result of improper management and planning. 
Instead of letting them obsolete, there are ways to re-employ them 
into a greater extend. All depend on careful planning with ancillary 
facilities as back up. 
Examples of Under-employed Industry 
Fishing Industry 
The fishing industry serves over 90% of the total fish consumption in 
Hong Kong. According to a survey in the early 80s, the consump-
tion of fresh fish in Hong Kong is four times that of the other countries. 
{Wah Kiu Vat Pao, 26^ Jan, 1981) In 1993，among the 220 000 tons of 
fresh fish harvest, more than 92o/o is consumed locally. {Ming Pao, 
28协 May, 1995) These figures well illustrates the role of fresh fishes in 
Hong Kong's food consumption market. 
Fishermen in 1956, Tai Po. 
(Home of Yesterday, 1993) 
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However, due to its unsafe working nature and reduced harvest「e-
sulted from over-harvest as well as heavy pollution around the local 
I water territories, almost no new generation would take up this industry. 
The population of fishermen in the 60s is around 140 000. As for 
now, it is just around 10 000. (Reference from the Hong Kong Popula-
tion By-Census, 1961-1996, The Hong Kong Census Department) The 
reasons for the decline is listed below: 
1. Government begins reclamation work from the eariy 70s and pol-
luted the marine ecology. Many fishes die and therefore add 
burden on the fishing industry; 
2. Over-fishing around the harbour areas. With the modernized 
fishing equipment, much more fish can be caught at one time 
and the fishermen are able to fish for 365 days a year. The fish 
resources quickly exhausted; 
3. The areas allowed for fishing gets smaller and smaller as a result 
of reclamation and overfishing. 
4. Competition from other countries, such as China, Japan, Taiwan, 
the Philippines and etc. Mechanization in all these countries fur-
ther accelerates the depletion in fish resources. 
5. The income is unstable and the working environment not secured. 
Many people, especially the younger generations, leave the in-
dustry to search for better and more stable jobs on land; 
6. The housing issue. Most of the fishermen in the early days were 
poor and lived on boats with poor living conditions. This problem 
is especially serious before 1985. Beginning from 1985, the gov-
ernment begins to move all boat-people ashore. After moving 
ashore, the former fishermen are more tempted to work in facto-
ries instead of going back to the sea; 
7. The impact of the "Fishing Prohibition Period" as a result of over 
exploitation imposes even greater uncertainty on income of the 
fisherfolk. 
Due to the above reasons, which are to mention a few, the fishing 
industry keeps declining. The total number of licensed fishing boats 
today, regardless of their types and sizes, is 3 331 {Data provided by 
the Marine Department). Whi le the figure is more than 20 000 as 
shown in the Report of the By-census 1996, Volume I. According 
to an interview with M「Keung Yin Man, Chairman of the Hong Kong 
& Kowloon Floating Fishermen Welfare Promotion Association, 
people in this field believe that the industry would not have any fu-
tu「㊀ since the government is doing nothing to sustain it. Soon the 
industry will disappear 
















































Fishery productivity keeps declin-
ing as a result of marine pollution 
and competition from other 
countries. 
2000 1990 1995 
Year 
Total Fisherfolk Population 
e fisherfolk population is ever 
zreasing. Even though mecha-
ation does help improve the 
rking condition, the Industry re-
iln unpopular. (Data extracted 
m Hong Kong Population By-
nsus, 1961-1996. The Hong 
ng Census Department.) 
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Though the fishing industry is no longer popular，it is still a necessity 
for people's consumption. Since fish is one of the limited natural 
resources acquired to Hong Kong, its disappearing means Hong 
Kong would have to depend more on foreign supply. As a result， 
more currency would then loss and more unemployment follows. 
Moreover, it's disappearing also affect the fate of fresh seafood 
restaurants. Would they be able to depend solely on import? What 
needs here may be a stimulus to re-vitalize and sustain this dying 
industry. Such that it would still serve the society and provide 
employment. 
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Tourist Industry 
Tourist Industry has always been one of the major emphasizes in 
Hong Kong. The development of the Ocean Park, the Peak, the Big 
Buddha in Lantau Island and the floating restaurant in Aberdeen 
are only to mention a few famous ones. Plus the reputation of being 
a Low-Price Shopping region, Hong Kong is a well-know place 
worldwide. 
However, not every spot of tourist attraction is given sufficient em-
phasis to enhance business at regional level. Take Aberdeen as an 
example. It has been well known as a tourist spot for being a fishing 
community. Yet, not much is done in promoting such feature, but 
the floating restaurants. The tourists cannot appreciate how a fish-
ing community in Hong Kong is like. This is not enough to satisfy 
their curiosity and interests. As reviewed by those who are working 
tourism around the Typhoon Shelter area, many tourists do have 
great interest in learning the actual life style of the former boat people 
and the fishermen. In fact, quite a number of tourists had asked 
them to organize home visit to the apartments on land. 
For long，the floating restaurants have been a major attraction for 
tourists to taste seafood. The first one appeared in 1948. At the 
hive of it, there were altogether eight of them.(南區風物誌’南區區 
i i會 ’ 1996) As in today, only one, the Jumbo Floating Restaurant, 
is left. This is another illustrator for the decline of tourism in Aberdeen. 
Todayi\s Aberdeen. Her fame 
of being a fishing community 
is not enhanced for touism. 
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To make matters worse, the 门umber of tourists to Hong Kong has 
dropped beginning from the mid-90s. Tourists from Japan, North 
America, West Europe and SE Asia all drop at more or less the 
same period of time. The biggest drop is in the West Europe who 
are believed to have the most interest in understanding the fisher-
men life in Hong Kong. 
Actually, there are still ways by which the tourist potential in Aber-
deen can be retrieved. There are many fishermen Aberdeen. 
(Statistics shows that there were about 7 100 fishermen living in 
Aberdeen in 1982.(一九八二年南區剖析報告，房區區議韵)Some of 
them are serving tourists in water transport. It is possible to make 
use of their knowledge on the fishing community to bring up tourism 
in Aberdeen again. This would be helpful in further promoting Hong 
Kong and provide more job opportunities for people in Aberdeen. 
t Y P p S o f n t-h n n n n d e u O g R a M m I 
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Data extracted from the Hong Kong 
Monthly Digest o Statistics, 1972-
1999. 
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Incoming Tourists to HK from Asian Countries 
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Ship-building Industry in Aberdeen 
General situation: 
Aberdeen has been a target development area for shipbuilding in-
dustry ever since the colonization of Hong Kong in the mid-1800s. 
Nowadays, the shipyard sites in Aberdeen are distributed around 
the coast of the Aberdeen Typhoon Shelter areas. Namely, (1 )in 
Sham Wan, (2)Po Chong Wan, (3)Eastern coast of Ap Lei Chau 
and under the (4)Ap Lei Chau Bridge. Most of the shipyards are not 
at full operation. The Majority of them are now used for storage or 
small mechanical work partly related to or totally unrelated to 
shipbuilding. In fact, some of the shipyard owners have proposed 
to the government that they are willing to surrender their 丨and for 
developing a Fishermen Wharf as a tourist resort. Since they could 
see little long-term future for the boat building business in Aberdeen. 
{Redevelopment of Aberdeen Wholesale Fish Market Study Public Con-
sultation -A Summary of Comments and Responses, Planning Department, 
The Government of the HKSAR, Feb., 2000) 
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Ship-building Industry in Aberdeen 
Why declined in business? 
The main reason for the decline in business is the competition from 
other countries. As early as 1980s, the shipbuilding industry is al-
ready confronted with competition from Sri Lanka {South China 
Morning Post, 12/7/80). In recent years, the competition is mainly 
from China and Macau. As reviewed by the ship-owners in Aberdeen, 
the differences in price could be as high as 50%. For instance, to 
buy a gear wooden boat, one has to pay about HK$ 300,000 (figure 
quoted by boat owner in Aberdeen) in Hong Kong, while that in 
China is only HK$ 150,000 (figure shown on an advertisement, see 
photo *). The same case for ship repairs. Most ship owners like 
doing the repair in Macau because it is much cheaper there and is 
not very far away from their home. What makes such big differ-
ences is the high labour cost in Hong Kong. 
Hence, eve门 though the shipyards still occupy a considerable amount 
of area in Aberdeen, they are not efficiently operating. The value 
they contribute may be less than the amount of land they are 
occupying. This is a great imbalance in the use of land and the 
operation of business. Gha门ges may be needed. 
This adver-
tisement is 
p o s t e d 
within a wa-





on t h e 
boat. (Nov., 
2000) 
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o p p ISJ 
簦家篇 
By「e-3Ctivating fishing industry and tourism in Aberdeen could be 
helpful in building up a more prosperous economy. Since no wast-
age in terms of spaces and allocation of resources exist. The results 
are more economic activities that generate more job opportunities. 
Hong Kong has always been famous for being a fishing community, 
especially in Aberdeen. Beginning from the past decades, there 
exists a reciprocal relationship between fishing and tourism, i.e., as 
working population in fishing declines, the working population in tou「-
ism increases. Such reciprocal relationship is not by coincidence. 
The older fishermen are less able to acquire skills to cope with jobs 
on land. They are strongly tied to the sea. In other words, they 
could leave fishing but could not leave the sea. Tourism is one of 
the few industries that do not require much skill, but artifacts that 
would attract tourists. The traditional boats the fishermen possess 
are good artifacts for attracting tourists. It is thus natural for fisher-
men to adopt tourism upon leaving the fishing industry. 
On the other hand, the westerners would like to appreciate more on 
the indigenous live style of Asia. They are happy to see special 
ethnic groups as the fisherfolks. Hence, there could be great devel-
opment potentials in combining fishing with tourism. The advan-
tages and opportunities are summarized below: 
1. Provide another source of income for the fishermen to overcom-
ing their problem of unstable income, especially during the "Fish-
ing Prohibition Period"; 
2. Provide jobs for the elder family members and the female mem-
bers of the fishing families. Since the elder and female members 
may not be working out at the sea. They may work on tourism as 
a subsidiary income; 
3. The tourist attractiveness of Aberdeen is value-added with the 
active participation of the fishing community. As a result, more 
tourists would be attracted to Hong Kong; 
4. The programs in combining the two are placed at a门 unde「-use 
space, such that no new land is needed from the existing con-
gested urban contexts. Therefore, a balance between the over-
use and the under-use spaces of a community is achieved. 
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Project Proposal 
As the research of the fishermen goes deeper and deeper, it gradu-
ally reviews that apart from the many reasons suggested previously 
that push people out from the industry, there is one more vital rea-
son for the ever-dropping fishing population. This vital element is 
housing For centuries, the fisherfolks have been living on boats, 
within which they share limited space and unhygienic living 
conditions. They have to struggle against merciless weather and 
big sea waves. They float everywhere with the boats and hardly 
have a permanent "home". Their fights for having a right to live 
ashore last for centuries. Finally, by early 80s, the Hong Kong gov-
ernment agrees to move them ashore. They are allocated to various 
public housing estates. It is through this move that further acceler-
ated the drop in fishing population. 
This is because the movement to land shattered the fishing 
community. Fishermen have strong ties to the sea. Once they 
leave the sea, that means they no longer work on fishing. The allo-
cating of them into public housing estates though improves their 
living condition and livelihood, scatters their social coherence and 
cut their ties to the sea. They are also exposed to the stable jobs 
ashore and decide to give up fishing since jobs on land are more 
stable, more comfortable and less risky. If fact, if any one of them 
would choose to stay in the industry, he or she would choose a flat 
that allows at least visual access to their boats. 
The life of early fishermen. 
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One of the interviewees in Aberdeen, Mr Lai，who remains a 
fisherman, expresses that it takes him 19 years to get a flat. This is 
because he wants to continue fishing. Yet, the government only 
gave him flats that were in Tin Shui Wai, Shau Kei Wan and Tseung 
Kwan 〇.He denied all these offers since they are too far away from 
/Aberdeen. He said it would not be possible for him to continue 
fishing if he cannot have easy access to his boat. However, cases 
similar to Mr Lai's are rare to find. This is evidenced by the tremen-
dous drop in fishing population as discussed in previous section. 
As a result, fewer and fewer fishermen stay in the industry. Worst 
still, the new generations are never exposed to fishing. They are 
educated and brought up on land. It is hard fo「them to imagine 
how it is like working on a boat. 
Therefore, the housing problem, though subtle, is vital in accelerat-
ing the decline in the fishing industry. To bring up fishing again, it 
should then be started with housing, so as to re-build the social 
coherence and ties to the sea. 
Project Goals 
1. To re-activate and sustain the under-employed fishing and tour-
ist industries in /Aberdeen; 
2. To re-capture the traditional fishing community of Aberdeen as a 
way to stimulate tourism; 
3. To「e-establish the historical identity of Hong Kong so as to add 
value to the tourist industry; 
4. To re-capture the under-used space; 
5. To use tourist industry as a reserve income for the fisherman. 
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一 incorporating two completely different functions in one spa-
tial configuration (Bernard Tschumi, Event City) 
Incorporating Fishermen Housing and Tourist Inns 
Mutual Benefits 
The first two layers of incorporation are fishermen housing and tour-
ist inns. It has been discussed that great development potentials 
are expected by combining the fishing and the tourist industries. It 
is just a matter of how. Having considered the problem of housing 
allocation for the fisherfolk, I would than propose a housing estate 
specific for fishermen and that would work as inns for tourists as 
well. Through such composition, the fishermen could better make 
use of their particular life styles to generate income from tourists. 
While the tourists can have a close touch to the life style and culture 
of this ethnic group. Plus that these residential inns are not as 
expensive as that of the other hotels, more tourists would then be 
attracted to come, not just to Aberdeen, but to Hong Kong as well. 
The original reciprocal relationship is then turned into mutual ben-




Incorporating fishermen housing and tourist Inn. 
r o 1 p r T P f o P o s q 1 O g R a M m 
Proposal: Defusing the Urban Under-Use Elements 
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Incorporating Fishermen Housing & Tourist Inns With 
an Under-Use Urban Space 
Three-folded Benefits 
The third layer is the under-use urban space. By building the hous-
ing complexes on a piece of under-use space, the benefits of the 
proposal could be three-folded. Since even a space of low usage is 
introduced with something appropriate. 
Fishermen ； Tourist Inn 
H o u s i n g 
Under-use/ Under-employ Space 
Why Choose Aberdeen as the Target Area for the 
Proposed Project? 
Aberdeen has always been one of the biggest fishing communities 
in Hong Kong. Throughout the years, the number of fishing boats in 
/Aberdeen accounts for about 25% of the total number in Hong Kong. 
{Data extracted from 一九八二年南區剖析報告,南區區議會)Moreover, 
the fish harvest in Aberdeen alone occupies one-third of the total 
fish harvest. Similarly, the fisherfolk population in Aberdeen is one-
fourth of that of the total fisherfolk population in Hong Kong.[南區風 
物誌’南區區議會,1996) All these figures show the significance of 
Aberdeen being the "homeland" for the industry. Plus the fact that 
it has been promoted as a tourist attraction point by the government 
in the 1960s, it is therefore chosen for the area of study as well as 
the site for the proposed project. 
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蛋家篇 
Due to the deficiency of the Aberdeen Fish Market (WFM) 
after 50 years of operation, the Planning Department launched a 
consultancy study to examine opportunities to redevelop the WFM 
site in 1999. The proposal includes the incorporating of a Fishermen's 
Wharf in the said site. However, such proposal in the aforesaid site 
receives wide objection as reviewed in a workshop launched by the 
Hong Kong Institute of Architects, known as the Aberdeen Harbor & 
Wholesale Fish Market Redevelopment Design Workshop in 2000. 
The plan is now suspended for further studies. 
Nevertheless, such act arouses the attention of the Hong Kong Tourist 
Association (HKTA), which is now seeking for more new tourist at-
tractions within the territories. The theme of a fishermen's commu-
nity is believed to be a good potential for tourists since Hong Kong is 
well known for her historical fishing community. However, the HKTA 
is unable to afford such an extensive development. She therefore 
consults with the Planning Department. 
According to the feasibility studies done by the Planning Department, 
there are three preliminary development concepts: 
1. Tourism Focus Concept: maximizes tourism and leisure 
development, no residential elements, and low return to both de-
veloper and Government. 
2. Residential/ Hotel/ Tourism Mixed Concept: high rise residential 
and/ o「hotel towers, high returns to developer and government, 
potential interface and management problems. 
3. Hybrid Tourism/ Hotel Mixed concept: mix of tourism/ leisure uses 
with limited hotel development/ service apartment, financial「e-
tu「n not as attractive as residential. (Redevelopment of Aber-
deen Wholesale Fish Market Study, Public Consultation - A 
Summary of Comments and Responses, Planning Department, 
the Government of HKSAR, Feb., 2000) 
Since the second development concept of mixing tourism and「esi-
dential appears to be the most balanced development, both par-
ties then work on it further to see how far the public can benefit from 
it. 
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家篇 
The major concern of the HKTA is the tourism potential of the project. 
Since the theme of a fishing community has already caught the 
focus, the association begins proposing a fishermen residential mix-
ing with tourist accommodation. She then consults the Planning 
Department and other government bodies further. Finally the pro-
posal is decided as a pilot scheme consisting low rent housing for 
fishermen only. Since the proposed project is new and relatively 
small. The government then seeks support from the Hong Kong 
Housing Society, who has been working closely with the govern-
ment in promoting better housing. 
Being an independent and non-profit organization, the Housing 
Society has always been a pioneer in testifying new housing types 
for different sectors of the community. Such as the rental housing, 
Rural Public Housing, Fiat-For-Sale, Sandwich Class Housing and 
Urban Improvement Scheme. Apart from these, the Housing Soci-
ety has also supported the Government's Sandwich Class Housing 
Loan Scheme and the Home Starter Loan Scheme. All these are 
targeted towards special groups of the community and have proven 
success in improving the livelihood of the general public. 
/M t^er extensive studies, the Housing Society finds the proposal fea-
sible and necessary in maintaining the f ishing industry. She 
therefore accepts the invitation as an independent developer for the 
proposed project and would work partially with the HKTA in mixing 
the development with tourism. 
The proposed project would be divided into three phases. The first 
two phases are about construction of the building blocks while the 
remaining one is a development of a coastal park. The first phase 
development would be finished in 3 years. K would then be used to 
test whether the scheme works or not and any improvements would 
be adopted in the phase II development. 
To conclude, the main client here is the Hong Kong Housing Society, 
who aims at developing a prototype housing for the fishermen group. 
The HKTA would be the consultant in advising the addition of tour-
ism elements. 
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DE P R O G R A M M 
Assumption 
The current fishermen population in Aberdeen is estimated to be 
4400. Estimation based on: 
1. In 1982, the fishermen population in /Aberdeen was 7100.(一九 
八二年南區剖析報告，南區區議會)； 
2. The maximum number of boats mooring in Aberdeen Typhoon 
Shelter today is about 1100. (Data given by M「Chou Tak Kwong, 
Chairman of the Sham Wan Industrial Zone Management Office.) 
3. Assume the average number of persons per boat is 4. Therefore, 
1100 X 4 persons = 4400. 
4. The total fisherfolk population in 2000 is believed to be lower 
than that in 1982. 
5. The proposed project is target to accommodate half the total 
fisherfolk population in Aberdeen. Since nearly all fishermen have 
apartments of their own around the Aberdeen harbour areas. It 
is assumed half of them would move to the proposed project 
area due to its locational advantages and low rent. 
6. The development would be carried out in three phases. The first 
two phases are residential development and phase III is a con-
struction of a park at the current Sham Wan Industrial Zone. 
Site Information 
Total site area (phase 1 + 11+ III): 21888 sq.m 
Allowed site coverage: Non-domestic building = 100% 
Domestic building = 5% 
Allowed plot ratio: Non-domestic building = 66.6% 
Domestic building = 3.3% 
Phase I area: 8760 sq.m 
Phase 11 area: 7758 sq.m 
Phase III area: 3200 sq.m 












































Management Office 80 sq.m 
Fishery Welfare Office 80 sq.m 
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Schedule of Accommodation for Phase I and II 
Residential facilities: 
Development Items Method of Calculation Area 
Large Size FResidential + Tourist Inns, 5-6 
persons per unit (80% of total household 
units) = 268 units 
74 sq.m (800 sq.ft) x 268 units 19832 sq.m 
Medium Size Residential, 3-4 persons per unit 
(15% of total household units) = 50 units 
55 sq.m (600 sq.ft) x 50 units 2750 sq.m 
Small Size Residential, 2 persons per unit 
(5% of total household units) 17 units 
37 sq.m (400 sq.ft) x 17 units 629 sq.m 
Sub total: 23211 sq.m 
Car Parking Space: 
Private cars (1 space per 15 flats) 23 spaces (2.5 X 5) X 23 287.5 sq.m 
Light Goods Vehicle ( 1 space per 80 flats) 4 
spaces 
(7x3 .5 ) x4 98 sq.m 
Tourist Coaches, 5 spaces ( 1 2 x 3 ) x 5 180 sq.m 
Loading and unloading bay, 2 spaces ( 1 2 x 3 ) x 2 72 sq.m 
Sub total: 637.5 sq.m 
Refuse Collecting Points 100 sq.m 
Floating Drying Platform 800 sq.m 
Total: 24908.5 sq.m 
簦家篇 
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篇 Communal facilities: 
Development Items Method of 
Calculation 
Area 
Coastal Promenade 2500 sq.m 
Fishery Culture Gallery 1000 sq.m 
Dragon Boat Show Place 150 sq.m 
Tourist Information Center 10 sq.m 
Restaurant 200 sq.m 
Child Care Centre 165 sq.m 
Bank 80 sq.m 
Post Office 80 sq.m 
Fishing Training School 1000 sq.m 
Pier, 2 units 30m X 3m X 2 120 sq.m 








Market, 10 spaces 16.6 sq.m x 10 166 sq.m 








Out-door Table Tennis Courts, 2 
spaces 
( 7 x 4 . 6 ) x 2 64.4 sq.m 
Basketball Court, 1 unit 32x19 608 sq.m 
Total: 652.4 sq.m 
Grand Total Area in Phase I and Phase II Development: 35181.9 sq.m 
Plot Ratio: 16 
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Schedule of Accommodation for Phase I only: 
R&ii^ gl^ ti辩样 丨{[明 es;: 
Development Items Method of Calculation Area 
Large Size Residential + Tourist Inns, 
5-6 persons per unit (80% of total 
household units) = 268 units 
74 sq.m (800 sq.ft)x 134 
units 
9916 sq.m 
Medium Size Residential, 3-4 persons 
per unit (15% of total household units) 
=50 units 
55 sq.m (600 sq.ft) x 25 units 1375 sq.m 
Small Size [Residential, 2 persons per 
unit (5% of total household units) 17 
units 
37 sq.m (400 sq.ft) x 9 units 333 sq.m 
Sub total: 11624 sq.m 
Management Office 80 sq.m 
Fishery Welfare Office 80 sq.m 
Car Parking Space 
Private cars (1 space per 15 flats) 12 
spaces 
(2.5 X 5) X 12 150 sq.m 
Light Goods Vehicle ( 1 space per 80 
flats) 2 spaces 
( 7 x 3 . 5 ) x 2 49 sq.m 
Tourist Coaches, 5 spaces ( 1 2 x 3 ) x 5 180 sq.m 
Loading and unloading bay, 1 spaces ( 1 2 x 3 ) x 1 36 sq.m 
Sub total: 637.5 sq.m 
Refuse Collecting Points 100 sq.m 
Floating Drying Platform 800 sq.m 
Total: 13321.5 sq.m 
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鲞家篇 
Communal faci l i t ies: 
Development Items Method of Calculation Area 
Coastal Promenade 2500 sq.m 
Fishery Culture Gallery 1000 sq.m 
Dragon Boat Show Place 150 sq.m 
Tourist Information Center 10 sq.m 
Restaurant 200 sq.m 
Child Care Centre 165 sq.m 
Bank 80 sq.m 
Post Office 80 sq.m 
Fishing Training School 1000 sq.m 
Pier, 2 units 30m X 3m X 2 120 sq.m 
Bus Stops 150 sq.m 
Total: 6455 sq.m 
Commercial facilit ies: 
Development Items Method of Area 
Calculation 
Market, 10 spaces 16.6 sq.m x 10 166 sq.m 
Retail shops 3000 sq.m 
Total: 3166 sq.m 
Recreational facilit ies: 
Development Items Method of Calculation Area 
Out-door Table Tennis ( 7 x 4 . 6 ) x 2 64.4 sq.m 
Courts, 2 spaces 
Basketball Court, 1 unit 3 2 x 1 9 608 sq.m 
Total: 652.4 sq.m 
Grand total area for Phase I only: 23594.9 sq.m 
Plot ratio: 2.69 
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Coastal Promenade Drying Platform Residential 
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Schematic site planning (Phase I and Phase 
II). The junks are moored by the coast which 
serve partially as tourist inns. They are moored 
by the coast is to provide convenience of access. 
The drying boats are t ransformed into 
Fishermen's Cultural Gallery. Tourists will have 
to to there by floating platforms. This is a way 
for the tourists to appreciate more the fishing 
community. Let the daily activities of the fisher-
men be part of the exhibits. 
The site is also connected to the natural trails 
at the Nam Long Shan. This is another resort 
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Theme of Development 
The emphasis of the entire project proposal is placed on the fishing 
industry. Tourism is Aberdeen is treated as a means to help「e-
vitalizing it, though in effect the tourist industry in Aberdeen would 
also be benefited. The shipbuilding industry in Po Chong Wan would 
be removed since it has been proved to be inappropriate to the site 
contexts and is being obsolete in function. 
The reasons for placing the fishing industry in the first place are: 
1. It is irreplaceable as a unique industry in Hong Kong. As for 
tourism in Aberdeen, the dying of it does not mean the dying of 
the entire industry in Hong Kong; , 
2. It has always been one of the major features that signify the im-
age of Hong Kong. This is evidenced by the fact that the image of 
a wooden junk is always captured in a typical postcard of Hong 
Kong; 
3. The emphasizes on fishing can sustain tourism, but not the other 
way round. This is because the fishing community alone can 
attract tourists. Yet, just by tourism alone cannot induce the growth 
of the fishing activities. 
Since the fishing industry is the major focus of the project. Some 
more background about the industry and the fishermen are studied. 
The studies are mainly focused on the history of the industry and 
the fishermen. These background studies are useful for developing 
a specific program that would suit the life style and the practice of 
fishing. 
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篇 |Origin of Fishermen 
The early fisherfolk settlers in Hong Kong came through 
several stages. The first group came by the end of the 
South Song Dynasty. The followers of the emperor, 
who flee to Hong Kong after the defeat in war, began 
to settle in Hong Kong and took fishing for living. The 
second group came at the turn from the Song Dynasty 
to the Ching Dynast. Some Han (MM) Chinese flees 
to Hong Kong in order to escape from the rule of the 
Man、滿跪 people and the brigands. The third group 
came during the period of Kan Chi in the Ching Dy-
nasty in which demarcation took place. The govern-
ment encouraged the Hakka people from Fuji an, 
Jiang si and the northern part of Guangdong to move 
south. They all ended up settling down in Hong Kong 
and took fishing as the main means of production. 
Since they all lived on boats, they were generally「e-
ferred to as Tanka ( 蟹 葡 though they are composed of 
different clans. These people were distributed along 
the coastal areas in Aberdeen, Shau Kei Wan, Yau Ma 
Tei and 丁sing Shan. Among these places, Aberdeen 
and Yau Ma Tei were the most popular. 
Why is Aberdeen so Popular for Fisherfolk? 
Aberdeen is geographically favorable for boat mooring. 
It is advantaged to have a good harbour with wide wa-
te「surface. The harbour area of Aberdeen can house 
about 1700 vessels {Data extracted from 一九八二年南區 
剖析報告,南區區議會Moreover, the harbour is also 
well sheltered by the surrounding Hong Kong Island 
and the Ap Lei Chau. Furthermore, after the 
colonization, ship-bui lding industry boosted in 
Aberdeen. This attracts even more fisherfolk to stay in 
Aberdeen and makes it the biggest fishing community 





V v ^ 
1924 
1964 
The size and shape of the Aberdeen Typhoon Shel-
ter change with the period of reclamation. 
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Fishermen a century ago led a poor and unstable life. Their in-
comes depended on the amount offish harvest and had to live upon 
weather conditions. Due to their different living style and lack of 
interaction with the landsmen, they were very much prejudiced by 
the landsmen. That they were not allowed to move ashore, to marry 
a landsman, nor could they seek jobs on land. 
Beginning from the early 60s, the economy of Hong Kong gradually 
becomes better off. Tourism and the food industry experienced great 
increase in businesses. The number of seafood restaurants in-
creased sharply.、南區風物誌,南區區議會,1996) All these imply in-
crease in the demand for seafood. Fishermen began to enjoy better 
profit. 
The golden period for the fishing industry ranges from 1950s -1980s. 
Beginning from 1945，the Fisheries Department was established to 
help develop the industry and the government began offering loans 
to fishermen to upgrading their fishing boats. By the 70s, about 
three-fourth of the total 6500 fishing boats were mechanized. In 
1980, the number of which increased to 92% of the total.、南區風物 
誌’南區區議會，1996) 
With the mechanization, the boats are able to work in deep-sea 
area and to harvest more. Apart from this, the fishing period is no 
longer bounded by weather and seasonal influences. As a result, 
the productivity was raised tremendously. For instance, in 1975, 
the total marine fish harvest was 145 800 tons. The amount raised 
to 190 743 tons in 1985. {Data extracted from the Hong Kong Popula-
tion By-Census, 1961-1996. The Hong Kong Census Depaiiment) 
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Gontradictorily，the number of ships and the number of manpower 
per ship decrease with the level of mechanization. For instance, the 
total number of fishing boats in Aberdeen alone was 1 700 in 1971. 
The number was decreased to 1 180 in 1981 • {Data extracted from 一 
九八二年南區剖析報告，南區區議徵Similarly, the total number of fish-
ermen was decreased from 136 802 in 1961 to about 20 000 in 
1980. This is in inverse proportion to the growth rate of the mecha-
nized fishing boats, which boosted to 92% of the total fishing boats 
in 1980. {Data extracted from the Hong Kong Population By-Census, 
1961-1996. The Hong Kong Census Department and 南區風物誌,南區區 
議會,1996) The reason is that mechanization「educes the amount 
of man labour required. The rationale here is that the larger the 
boat, the more the mechanization and automation, and therefore, 
the smaller the man-pe「-squa「e-feet ratio. 
To show, in 1971, the mean household size for deep-sea pair trawl-
ing was 7.7 persons, while that of the inshore pair trawling was 8.2 
persons. {Data extracted from Hong Kong Population By-Census, 1971 
Main Report. The Hong Kong Census Department) Deep sea trawl ing 
has a higher level of mechanization and requires less man power. 
As for inshore trawling, where mechanization is less established, 
more manpower is needed. 
Even though mechanization does improve both productivity and 
working condition, it cannot keep people from leaving the industry. 
The fact is not that machines replace men labour such that people 
have to leave. The fact is no one is willing to stay in the industry. 
Several of the interviewees in Aberdeen, who are in their mid-
ages, have expressed their unwillingness of introducing their suns 
to this industry. Shall they all retire, there will be no one working 
on fishing. 
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General Situation 
During the period of the 60s to the 80s, fisherfolk dwell either on 
boats, which is referred to as houseboats, o「i门 tin-pang ( 艇 棚 ) . 
Houseboats moor perma门ently and are not allowed to fish in the 
ocean. Tin-pang is formed by grouping the worn out boats together 
along the shore for dwelling purposes. They are supported by wooden 
columns in order to prevent direct contact with the salt water. 
However, people who live in tin-pang are not counted in the marine 
population. 
The old fishing communities in Hong Kong. 
Both inside and outside are shabby and 
unhygienic. 
i ^ G _r r g 
1956 Nam San Wai 
1954 Shau Kei Wan 
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Life on boats is very difficult. Jostling, safety, sanitary, fresh water 
and electricity supplies, education are only to mention a few. The 
living condition is usually regarded as "dehumanizingly poor" by most 
of the boat-dwellers. However, the level of inadequacy varies, de-
pending on the size of the boats, the year of the boats, the number 
of family members and on which territorial water the boat located. 
Jostling 
Fishing is a labour intensive industry, especially before 1970s at 
which mechanization began to be popular. A fishing family would 
therefore prefer to have more children. According to the Population 
By-Census done by the Hong Kong Census Department, the aver-
age number of family member in each household was about 7-8 
people during the period of 1960s to 1980s. On a contrary, the 
sizes of the boats may not in direct proportion to the sizes of the 
households. Some boats could be as small as about 100sq.ft. Some 
bigger ones could be about SOOsq.ft and have rooms of two or three. 
No matter how, spaces on boats are tight and had to be utilized and 
arranged very effectively and efficiently. 
In the case of a smaller boat (lOOsq.ft), the sleeping and activity 
space is in the cabin. Along the periphery of the cabin were cabi-
nets for storage of daily utensils. The bilge is also for storing things 
like fishing nets or other fishing equipment. 
In the case of a bigger boat (SOOsq.ft), the condition could be better 
in respect to spatial arrangement. The main cabinet is usually com-
partmentalized into bedrooms, storage rooms，a living room and an 
open deck too. The「oof of the cabin is used for drying purposes. It 
is normal that this kind of boats usually function as a work place and 
a living place. The whole family goes out to the sea for work and 
return to the Typhoon Shelter after fishing. 
Due to the lack of space, it is uncommon among them to have 
furniture such as bed, dinning tables or chairs. They are used to sit 
on the floor and sleep on the floor and not wearing shoes o「slippers. 
They are also extremely insensitive to hygiene. 
The genera丨 living standard is low. Normally there are no such things 
as refrigerator, washing machines, rice cooker or the air conditioners. 
At times of typhoons, life gets harder in dealing with big waves and 
pouring ring. In other words, everything they have are simple and 
minimum. 
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Drying of fish. Usually, the roof of a boat is used for this purpose. 
Bigger boats with bigger roofs are specifically for this kind of 
function, which are known as “晒家”. 
This is a typical medium-size boat in today's Aberdeen. The owner is Mr Lai, about 50 
years old. About 4 years ago, this was the home of his family of 8 people. Parents and 
grand-parents slept in the bed-rooms and children slept on the floor of the Main Cabinet. 
Sometimes, the floor of the bed room is also used for sleeping. Due to this kind of living 
pattern and the limited space, there was not much furniture. Now, the family has moved 
ashore in Wong Chuk Hang. Yet Mr Lai and his wife still go inshore fishing everyday. 
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Sketches for the wooden junks, 







A sketch plan of the traditional 
boat Not to scale. 
A sketch section of the 
traditional 
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Cooking 
Cooking is normally done at the stern. This is because the prow is 
a sacred place and is usually associated with a statue of the God o「 
the ancestor. Therefore, it is a traditional taboo not to cook at the 
prow. Privacy in this kind of boat is almost none. 
Safety 
Mortality of children is quite high. According to some informal sur-
vey by the fishermen themselves, there were on average more than 
10 children got drown each year. The figure is high but might not be 
surprising. Firstly, the activity space for children is confined to the 
boats only. It is easy to fall into the water by subtle carelessness. 
Secondly, the parents would be busy working and may not be pay-
ing full attention to their children. It is a fallacy that boat-dwellers 
must know swimming. In fact, 8 out of 10 women do not know how 
to swim. 
Apart from the fear to water, fear to fire is also dominant. Since 
there is no direct electricity supply, the boat families have to use oil 
lamp or even candle for lighting. There had been several big fires in 
the 1971, 1977 and 1986 that caused hundreds homeless. 
Pirates are another source of threat. The threat is not merely to 
robbery, but to life. In 1977, for instance, three fishermen were 
killed by pirates at their work out the sea. 
Sanitary 
It is not difficulty to imagine the poor sanitary on boats. There is no 
such thing as washroom. A small square is bound at the stern for 
"washing" purposes and everything is dumped directly into the sea 
while sea water may be picked up for cleaning. Boys may also jump 
into the sea for fun. Though fatal diseases had not broken out 
enormously, it is undeniable that the sanitary fitments are inadequate. 
Fresh Water and Electricity Supply 
For fresh water supply, there are licensed water selling boats which 
sell fresh water to individual houseboats. As for electricity, it is ei-
the「generated by their own generators o「boirowed. Most probably, 
oil lamps and candles are used. The closer the location to the shore 
o「a big floating artifact, such as a restaurant, the easier to borrow 
electricity from the neighbourhood. Of course, price is charged. 
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l e a d s 
down to 
the land. 
Daily living of a typical boat family in the 80s. The floor s p a c e 
is important for all kinds of family activities, including eating, 
seating and sleeping. 
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C h i 1 d e r n ' s s a f t y 
Children playing on the boat are potentially 
dangerous. Smal l ch i ldren are norma l l y 
tied to the boat or rai l ing in fear for fall ing 
into the water, {image of Hong Kong, 1982) 
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A fire in Aberdeen Typhoon Shelter in 1977. Since 
boats are closely packed together and are fastened 
to prevent drifting, once a fire set out, it will spread 
out to the neighbouring boats quickly and results 
chain disaster. 
Shau Kei H'an fire 1970'.(Home 
of Yesterday, 1993) 
A fire in Aberdeen Typhoon 
Shelter in 1986. 
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Rhythms of Living 
The rhythm of living varies according to the types of fishing engaged. 
In general, there are 5 main kinds of fishing method: 
1. Purse-seining: it involves cooperation of two boats and begin 
working at mid-night. 
2. Long-lining: fish is caught on hooks dependent from a series of 
short lines attached to one or more long lines that trail out behind 
the junk or sampan. 
3. Hand-lining and trapping: these are carried out among the poorest. 
Beehive-shaped traps of various sizes are put under water and 
bait of crushed fish is attached. Fish would then be attracted into 
it and trapped by a non-return valve. 
4. Caught by driving in summer 
Fishing can also be territorially distinguished. Bigger boats may go 
deep-sea fishing and smaller boats would only fish within the harbour 
areas. Deep-sea fishing requires long stay out in the ocean. Usu-
ally they are out for half a month or more than a month. The rhythm 
of living varies accordingly. Hereunder are example of the purse-
seiners since they are the most typical one.. 
Daily Rhythms 
The purse-seiners begin the work of a day at about 5:30 p.m. at 
which dinner begins. After dinner and a little bit of washing, all 
purse-seiners set off for the sea before sunset. Fishing is done, 
first, around midnight and the other one just before dawn. A snap is 
possible between the two separate fishing times. By about 6 — 7 a. 
m., purse-seiners are back to the Typhoon Shelter again and the 
fish collecting boats are call around to buy fish from the returned 
fishing boats. When all buying and selling is done, the nets 3「㊀ 
taken to land to dry o「to mend. By 4 p.m., the dried nets are col-
lected again and another working day begins. 
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Monthly Rhythms 
Boats need to be careened twice a month while the nets and sails 
need to be dyed monthly. On the and morning of a month, 
special worship is made to ancestors. 
Seasonal Rhythms 
This is concerned with the fishing seasons. K varies with types of 
fishing. For example, the main working season for small liners is 
around the first to the fourth lunar months. For purse-seiners, the 
working season is from the sixth to the eighth lunar months. 
Annual Rhythms (according to the lunar calendar) 
Jan: The New Year at which sprite of Heaven and water are worshiped. 
Feb: Festival of Hung Sing (洪聖誕） 
Mar: Tin Hau Festival and the Ching Ming Festival (天后誕’淸明節) 
May: Dragon Boat Festival (端午節） 
Jun: Festival of Kwan Yin (觀胃H) 
Jul: the Ghost Festival (盂蘭節） 
Aug: Mid-autumn Festival (中秋節） 
Sept: Chong Yeng Festival (重陽節） 
Nov: the Winter Solstice (冬至） 
Dec: Thanksgiving to Gods 
Among these festivals and events, the most important ones are the 
New Year, the Tin Hau Festival and the Dragon Boat Festival. 
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The Lunar New Year 
During the Lunar New Year, fishermen would go back to the temples, 
mostly Temple of Tin Hau, for thanksgiving for a successful comple-
tion of a year. Normally, a traditional taboo is imposed that fishing is 
not allowed beginning from the 29'^  of the twelfth lunar month to a 
selected lucky day, which differs from year to year. Mostly till the 
day of the Lunar New Year. It has been recorded that those who go 
out fishing during the taboo days did encounter serious accidents. 
One of my interviewees in Aberdeen, M「s Lai, recalled the bad luck 
she had after fishing on the day of the Lunar New Year. She got 
sting by a prawn on that day and afterwards she had to stay in 
hospital periodically for a year. She said she would never go fishing 
on a taboo day again. 
The Joss House Bay Temple, 1950. Fishermen come to this temple 
with their boats during a festival. (Joseph Bosco and Puay-penh Ho. 
1999) 
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The Tin Hau Festival 
The Tin Hau Festival, though a special day for the fisherfolk, 
is also a festival day for some landsmen as well. Fisherfolk 
and some landsmen would make pilgrimage to the Temple of 
Tin Hau and carry out ceremonies. They do not carry out big 
ceremonial events in every temple, rather, only several bigger 
temples are chosen for the events, such as the ones in the 
Lamma Island, the Repulse Bay, Po Toi Island and the Cheung 
Chau. These places are chosen because the Tin Hau temples 
there are still occupying a dominant position by the sea. 
The big ceremonial events include processions, performance 
of Chinese opera and puppet performance. Procession is a 
practice in which deities of different village temples and shrines 
are brought to tour around and visit Tin Hau. It is regarded as 
a kind of inspection o「patrol of the community and the be-
stowing of blessings for people. Since Tianhou is a symbol of 
unity, the processions often involve all the temples in the main 
temple's district. The procession begins and ends at the main 
Tin Hau temple, and the goddess always appear at the very 
end of the procession lines. This is under the belief that the 
last position is also the most honorable position. The proces-
sions parade through all the temples and as many residences 
as possible. Each family awaits the deities to come and places 
in front of their houses tables with offerings for the gods. 
Making pilgrimage to the Tin Hau Temple. 
r n 1 T n r e & R e M G i O n 














































The procession is accompanied by several groups of entertainment 
troupes that are meant to entertain the gods. They are the Comic, 
the Tragic and the Martial troupes. The theme of performance for 
the Comic troupes is about village morality in which conflicts among 
neighbours are highlighted. The performers of the Tragic troupes 
are presented in ghostly figures that walk in two lines. It is believed 
that by kneeling down between the two lines as the generals pass 
would bring good luck for the year. The Martial troupes are the most 
common in Hong Kong. They include dragon dance, lion dance 
and Kei-lun (麟麟）dance. The "centipede" (a long kink of float with 
children in costumes raised in the air (Temples of the Empress of 
Heaven, by Joseph Bosco and Puay-peng Ho)), and groups of men 
performing martial displays are also included. The series involve 
108 people that represent the corps that villages once mustered for 
self-defense. The number "108" represent the number of righteous 
outlawed in the famous novel On the Water Margin. The people 
would perform the use of swords, axes, spears and other weapons. 
At the end portion of the procession line are the palanquins of the 
deities. The last palanquin is always reserved to Tin Hau. /Mong 
with the procession lines are the colourful banners that bare the 
name of the temples and the name of the community or association 
the temple represents. Ghi门ese instrument performance such as 
the drum, gongs and even firecrakers are part of the elements that 
give the lively and energetic atmosphere to the event. In fact, the 
pilgrimage and procession done by temple associations begin as 
early as one month before the festival. This is to make sure that the 
statue of Tin Hau would be back to the original temples on the day of 
the festival. There are also many individuals who would make indi-
vidual pilgrimage to the temples. 
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Apart from the procession, another major theme of the festival is the 
competition for fa-pau, "flowery Cannons". As described in the 
Temples of the Empress of Heaven, by Joseph Bosco and Puag-
peng Ho, the event is depicted as follows: 
“...Constructed by special shops and ranging 
in height from 2 to 5 metres...made of brightly 
coloured paper on a bamboo frame... a larger 
.number of associations and village temples 
compete to win the fa-pau. At one time the 
competition involved shooting numbered coins 
into the air from small cannons, the number on 
the coin corresponding to the number on the 
fa-pau. But because fights could easily break 
out during the scramble for the coins, most 
temples have switched to other methods, such 
as a lottery. Winning the contest allows the 
victorious temple or organization to invite Tin 
Hau back home, thereby gaining her blessing 
and help...the winning temple or association 
holds a banquet the evening of the festival and 
auctions off part of the dismantled fa-pau. The 
funds raised in this way help to pay for the fol-
lowing year's fa-pau, which winning village 
temples and associations must donate to the 
fa-pau association for the next redistribution..." 
However, in concern of safety, fa-pau ceremony has been banded jhe Fa-Pau. (Joseph 
in recent years. Bosco and Puay-peng 
Ho, 1999) 
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蛋家篇 
The Chinese opera and the puppet performances are mainly carried 
out at the plaza in front of or near the Tin Hau Temple. They are for 
the enjoyment of the goddess, other deities and people. Temporary 
bamboo stages are erected for the events. There are also tempo-
rary bamboo sheds constructed to cover additional offering tables 
and to house various deities. Stalls for fortune-telling are also set up 
at the periphery area of the plaza. The plaza area is therefore very 
important for celebration of the festival. This is also one of the rea-
sons why big ceremonial events only occur in certain temples. The 
larger the plaza in front of a temple, the more important the rank of 
the temple is, and therefore the more the popularity of holding big 
events. 
Inside the temple, it is as busy as the outside. People who pilgrim-
age to the temple, either as a group or as an individual, would all go 
into the temple for worshipping. The sequence of worship is de-
scribed below: 
1. Upon entering the temple, place the offerings on tables in front of 
the statue of Tin Hau. 
2. Burning the incense for Tin Hau and other deities in the temple. 
3. Apart from food offerings, such as fruit and suckling pigs, paper 
clothes including headgear, robes and small paper shoes for Tin 
Hau's bound feet are also laid out in front of the statue. 
4. The offerings are laid out for a while for Tin Hau to finish. During 
this period, the worshippers would make wishes and pray for 
blessings. 
5. To know whether Tin Hau has finished the food offerings, the wor-
shippers would drop the "wooden blocks for divination" for answer. 
When the answer is "yes", the worshippers would then burn the 
paper offerings. 
6. After worshipping Tin Hau, the worshippers would then distrib-
ute incense to the other deities placed on the side and at the 
back of the main hall in an anti-clockwise direction. 
7. The offerings made to Tin Hau are then taken away as the wor-
shippers finished all rituals. 
8. Before leaving the temple, worshippers would go to hit the drum 
or bell to the left of the temple. They hit three times so as to make 
sure that Tin Hau notices their offerings. 
9. Worshippers bring along with one of the incense sticks home. 
This is said to be bringing home the fire from the temple. They 
belief that by lighting the incense stick at home again during 
emergency or disaster, they would be blessed and safed from 
harm. 
The fortune-telling stall. 
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篇 
Other ritual events include let go of life animals and banqueting. 
Some temple associations would also select their new Master of the 
Genser at the temple they visit. All events take place either at the 
plaza area or by the coast. 
A c t i v i t i e s 
ins ide and 
ou ts ide o f 
the T in Hau 
T e m p l e . 
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Events o f a day at the T in Hau Festival, 1972 . (銀燈日幸g 1972-5-8) 
Let go of turtle. 
Competiting for fa-pau 
Performance of Chinese Opera. 
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篇 
The Dragon Boat Festival 
On the 5th day of the fifth lunar month is the Dragon Boat Festival. 
Inherited from the long tradition that an exciting dragon boat race is 
incorporated as part of the celebration. The fishermen put special 
•focus on this festival because the race is strongly associated to the 
sea. Moreover, the fifth month is usually a month for rest in the old 
fishing community of Hong Kong. This is because the quantity of 
fish around the Hong Kong water is less according to the "water 
calendar". Therefore, the fishermen would take boat racing as a 
kind of entertainment for killing time. Of course, nowadays, fisher-
men are able to go fishing ail year around. Dragon boat racing 
remains a popular festival event among them. 
On the 1st of the fifth lunar month, the dragon boats are assembled 
with heads and tails. The "weakening of the dragon" involves re-
spectfu丨 ceremonies including worshipping to the Heaven and paint-
ing each eye with a dot vermilion paint together with the blood of 
chicken. When all these are done, the dragon is said to be "alive". 
Candles and incense are presented to them. They are then placed 
to water and must make pilgrimage to the temples, mostly the Tin 
Hau Temple. When making the pilgrimage, the boats must row 
back and forth to the temple three times before declaring the end of 
the ceremony. 
For new boats, the ceremony would involve Daoist priests who cast 
special spells on the boats. Only after the new boats have been 
treated by the Daoist priests would the boat be able to be put on 
water. 
During the「ace, temporary bamboo sheds for sitting are erected 
alongside the coast. Flats for different racing groups are waving all 
over the course. The sound of drums and gongs fill up the air and 
give the place a lively atmosphere. 
When the race is over, the dragon boats have to be dismantled with 
care and respect. The dragons，heads, tails and the bodies are 
stored up separately for the use of next year. At the moment，the 
dragon boats are stored under the Ap Lei Chau Bridge. 
A dismantled dragon boat be-
ing placed at an open area. 
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People gather on boats to watch the dragon 
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1880 Dragon Boat Race in 
Ab 【南區風物誌, 
Pheonix 
艇)’ first appeared in 
1968, as another 
events in the Dragon 
Boat Festival. 
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Festival of Hung Sing 
The festival is on the 1 o f the second lunar month. Hung Sing is 
also a sea god and therefore is highly praised by fishermen. Pro-
cession to the temple of Hung Sing and performance of "deity-
power" operas (市申功戲）organized. 
Festival of Kwan Yin 
Kwan Yin is also a sea deity. The Festival of Kwan Yin actually 
involves four days: one in Feb, one in June, one in September and 
another one in November. Normally the one in June is the most 
popular and most ceremonies are held that day. Ceremonies in-
clude a mini procession to the temple of Kwan Yin and other cer-
emonial events, such as Ba Yin (八音）and Shong Zin (言甬經).Indi-
viduals would also bring offerings to the temple to pray and worship. 
The Ghost Festival 
The Ghost Festival is on the 14'^  day of the lunar month. It is a 
special day for the hungry ghosts who are released from the hell for 
a day. Ceremonies for this day involve private ceremonies and col-
lective ceremonies. Private ceremonies involve individuals burning 
paper clothing and place food offerings on the street to feed the 
wondering hungry ghosts. The collective ceremonies are organized 
by temple associations in which temporary bamboo sheds are erected 
for praying and worshipping to the Heaven for the easing of pain for 
the hungry ghosts. Ghinese opera performances are also included 
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Mid-Autumn Festival 
The Mid-Autumn Festival is a day for all Chinese on the 15化 of the eighth lunar month. Normally 
it involves enjoyment through eating "Moon Cakes" and looking at the bright round autumn 
moon. It is a festival for relaxation fo「people only. In recent decades, the fishery's association 
in Aberdeen has been launching night parade of highly decorated boats. The parade trip starts 
from the Aberdeen Typhoon Shelter, through the Repulse Bay and back to Aberdeen again. It 
has been so attractive to tourists and is organized in association with the Hong Kong Tourist 
Association. .站 
i f ; 8 ‘！® J p 一期星 日四十月九年一八九一歷公年十七a民费中 
ma 
l i f s f 海 
： ― 帛 競 t 面 塵 
...由水 K Ti.h Ti 
Catholic Chapels 
Gospel junk of the Harbour Mission, 20-30s. 
(南區MA 
The first Catholic Chapel appeared in Aberdeen in 1850. 
It serves Wong Chuk Hang, Shek Pai Wan Village. In 
the early century, Baptist Church started missionary 
work in Aberdeen and Ap Lei Chau area. It also launched 
Gospel Junks of the Harbour Mission to enrich the variety 
of missionary mediation. Though most fishermen still 
believed in Ghinese folk religion, with the effort and pro-
paganda of missionary, the number of converts of Catho-
lic and Ghristianity increased. 
Miscellaneous 
Thanksgiving in the lunar month involves people going to the 
temples to thank the Gods for a successful completion of a year. In 
other words, the temples would be full of incense again that would 
sting one's eyes. 
Apart from this, the fishery associations also worked with the Hong 
Kong Tourist Association in 1970s to promote Hong Kong in an 
event known as Hong Kong Festival ( 罾 C e l e b r a t i o n events 
include lion and dragon dances, pheonix-boat (鳳艇)and Chinese 
dances. 
Fishermen attend-
ing the Sunday ser-
vice at the od Aber-
dee n Baptist 
Church.(南區風物 
誌,1996) 
















Events in the Hong Kong Festival in 1971. (Photos from 銀燈日報71/12/6) 
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Elderly Care 
There is no special elderly care in the fishing community. Th^el 
eriy in each household would follow the family out to the 
matter how hard the weather is. They tend to stay on boa 
their death. In fact, even if there are elderly centers on laq 
younger family members tend not to send them there. T h e ^ 
reason is the high cost. According to a survey in 1979 by 社娇丄 
the other reason is the lack of confidence on these social organize 
tions on the part of the fishermen. 
fishwoman knit-
ting an repairing 
a fishing net out-
side her shed at 
Shau Kei Wan, 
1954. (Home of 
Yesterday, 1993) 
The photo shows the life of a poor fisherman couple, Uncle Lee. 
Uncle Lee and his wife lived in a cramped, run-down thatched shed 
on Tai Chung Hau, Tat 0. The couple made their living by ferrying 
local inhabitants back and forth in their tiny sampan from morning till 
night. After their shed went into ruin, the couple pulled their rickety 
sampan aground and made it their humble home. They relied on 
each other until the wife died. Later, Uncle Lee also died in a fire 
caused by his spilling over of an oil lamp. (Home of Yesterday, 1993) 
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Child Care 
It has been mentioned earlier that the death「ate for small children is 
high during the 60s - 80s. However, there is no incentive among 
the parents to sending their children to nursery centers. The rea-
sons for this are the same as those for the elderly. As a result, small 
children are either on their mother's back or tied to a mask of the 
boat. 
Health Care 
Fishermen in the early days do not like to seek medical care from 
hospitals on land. In case of serious illness, they tend to invite 
doctors to their boats. 
Funeral 
Fishermen are so reluctant to leave their boats. They tend to die on 
boats and have the funerals held on the boats. Yet, they do have 
their graves assigned ashore. Fishermen in Aberdeen, for instance, 
mostly have their graves pre-assigned on the Lamma Island and 
the Luk Chau. 
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Most of the fisherfolk remain illiterate all through their lives. The 
most significant reason for this is the way of life they were leading. 
Fishing families are floating families. They are extremely mobile 
and have no fixed place for stay. In the 1960s, when mechaniza-
tion was still low and given the speed of the wind driven boats, it 
usually took about one month for a boat to come back from the sea. 
Children had to follow the boats, i.e., their family and therefore could 
not go to school which were on land. 
Secondly, the work of the families is so intense that children were 
helpful young labors on board. Their parents need them and are 
not keen to send them to school, otherwise, that would mean a loss 
of labour A child of ten could be a helpful hand on the boat already. 
Thirdly, the parents themselves are illiterate and could not teach 
their children much in terms of academic. 
Fourthly, income from fishing is very unstable and was usually low. 
The families are too poor to afford education. 
As a result, the fishing group is hard to get a job on land given their 
level of education. 
Photo of teachers and students of Aberdeen Baptist School, 1934. 
(南區風艦灘) 
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篇 Entertainment 
There is not much entertainment on the boats. For some wealthier 
boat families, they may have TV sets, while most of the families 
have only radios. For most of the time, the grown-ups would gather 
around neighbouring boats and play Mah-jo门g or other gambling 
activities. Affectively, small children as small as 7 or 8 know how to 
gamble. 
As for some youngsters, they tend to go ashore for fun. During 
holidays, they would go hiking and camping. In times of festivals or 
holidays, they are the most active in participating parties on land. 
Marriage 
In early days, young fishermen get married as early as 15 or 16 
years old. The fisherfolk put great emphasis on marriages and usu-
ally it is in organizing a marriage banquet that uses up most of the 
family savings. Due to early marriages, it is common to find people 
become parents at 17 and become grandparents at only 35. This 
also explains the large family sizes of the fisherfolk. 
Means of Production 
Apart from fishing, there are some ancillary productions to increase 
family income. Productions like salted fish and seafood and flower 
assembling are to mention a few. 
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The boat community usually appears in linear form. Boats are moored 
in parallel lines. Usually, boats of the same family would cluster 
together in a single line. Thus it is possible to tell the level of inti-
macy through the mooring pattern. 
There is no specific rule governing the way of mooring. As long as 
spaces allow, one can moor at anywhere they want. In-between 
spaces are spared for passing of other boats. Thus, the community 
pattern on water usually looks rather chaotic to the outsiders. The 
hidden order is well known among the fisherfolk. The pattern changes 
from day to day and so as the neighbouring boats. Since in certain 
days, one boat may go out to the sea and another boat fill in the 
gap. Thus, the community pattern is as flexible as the mobility of 
the floating families. 
wms Hi 
The random but linear ar-
rangement of boats. 
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Evolution of the Aberdeen 
fishing community. 
The Drying Boats - “晒家’ 
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Relationship to the Land 
During the early decades, not to say hundreds of years ago, the 
relationship to the land is loose and restricted. The marine people 
are completely isolated from the land. They are prejudiced and are 
not allowed to work on 丨and, to marry a landsman or even to move 
ashore. They are not even granted the right of land by the 
government. Such unfair isolation and prejudice are induced from 
the rigid boundary of the coast. 
The coastline marks the differences in living pattern and working 
habits of the marine people and the landsmen such that the two 
groups are always kept apart. For instance, the fishermen normally 
set off for work at night and come back for sleep during the day. 
While the landsmen are just about to work when the fisherman come 
back to sleep. The difference in the tone of speaking is also another 
reasons for isolation. The fishermen are always speaking loud and 
in a slightly different accent as the landsmen. Moreover, the walk-
ing gestures of the fishermen appear to be strange to the landsmen. 
This is because they have to stand strong against the big waves at 
sea. All these are reasons for prejudice that keep the landsmen and 
marine people apart. 
Thus, in the early days, the accessible area on land for the fisher-
men is the grocery store by the coast. The store is where the fisher-
men gather to chat, to play Mah-jong, to borrow money and to buy 
daily necessities. It is also a place for storing winter clothing during 
summer time. The store is regarded as the second home for the 
fishermen on 丨and. A store like this is usually run by a former 
fisherman. From this, we can see the importance of the shore to the 
fishermen. It is effective in linking the land and the sea. 
Of course, nowadays fishermen are no longer seriously looked down 
upon. They are treated equal in law and most of them have moved 
ashore. However, their relationship to the sea is still strong. The 
position by the shore is still significant for their continuing of the job. 
For those who moved ashore would prefer to be allocated near the 
sea. People who have moved in land means they have given up 
fishing. 
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It is therefore concluded that even though today's fishermen are no 
longer live on water, the land-water relationship is still tight. Even 
though some of the fishermen nowadays treat going fishing as a job 
similar to landsmen going to the factories. However, the one main 
difference here is that the fishermen could not leave the sea afar 
while the landsmen could tolerate a far distance between the work 
place and homes. 
Land is very important for fisher-
men to cany out different activities, 
including net drying, boat repair-
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Living Pattern of Fishermen Nowadays 
For those who have moved ashore to the Public Housing Estates, 
they are very satisfied with the way their lives are improved, though 
the living units are small. Normally, the sizes of the flats would not 
bigger than 300 sq.ft. Since they used to have big families consist-
ing of 7-8 people, a house of 300 sq.ft is undoubtedly too congested. 
It is because they have got used to crowded living conditions and 
therefore have no complain about that. 
After all, they now have stable, safe homes with sanitary fitments, 
fresh water and electricity supplies and convenience to land facilities. 
These are all they ask for. 
Living Habits 
Rhythm of Living 
Daily Rhythm 
In the old days nets have to be dried o「mended daily. Today, the 
materials for nets have been much improved. Daily drying is no 
longer necessary. Since most of the fishermen are now living in 
flats. Their daily schedule is slightly modified. For instance, one of 
my interviewees reviews to me that his wife and him walk back to 
the boats at about 10:30 p.m. After taking a snap there, they then 
set off to the sea at about mid-night. Their boat comes back to 
shore at about 7 a.m. and wait for the fish collectors to buy their fish. 
This could keep them stay in the bay until 11 a.m. After everything 
is finished, they would go back home and make lunch and spend 
the afternoon at home. At about 10:3 p.m., another working day 
begins. 
Monthly Rhythm 
In the old days, boats need to be careened twice a month while the 
nets and sails need to be dyed monthly. As in today, the boats are 
only careened once in 6 months. The tradition of worshipping the 
ancestors on the and 15'^  mornings of a month still remains. 
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Seasonal Rhythms 
The fishing season is 门o longer bound to certain months of a year. 
With the mechanization, it is now common to work all year around. 
The only limitation is from the Fishing Prohibition Period, which is 
imposed two years ago. The prohibition period lasts for two months, 
from IS' of June to of August. During which, fishermen either 
have their boats mended o「take a rest. Another limitation comes 
from the traditional taboo during the Lunar New Year. Today's fish-
ermen still adopt the taboo of not going fishing from the 29'^  of the 
twelfth lunar month to the of the Lunar New Year. 
Annual Rhythm 
The annua丨 rhythms of festivals have not changed. What may have 
changed is the level of excitement on the ceremonial events. For 
instance, the fa-pau ceremony was once a highlight of the Tin Hau 
Festival. Today, due to safety reasons, it is prohibited. Furthermore, 
the procession to the Tin Hau Temple is less extensive in terms of 
the scale and the size of the procession troupes. 
Social Events 
Education 
The new generations of today are able to be educated as everybody 
else. If fact, some fishing families do send their children aboard to 
learn more about advanced fishing technologies. However, for most 
of the new generations, having been assimilated to the way of life on 
land, do not have any knowledge on fishing. Nearly all of them tend 
to seek jobs o门 land. In fact, many parents do not want their chil-
dren to follow their paths as fishermen. 
Entertainment 
Life is much more diversified than when it was on the boats. Fisher-
men living in housing estates have TV sets at home for daily 
entertainment. Younger generations might go to cinemas o「karaoke 
for fun. In deed, what the landsmen have for entertainment are now 
open to fishermen. 
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Marriage 
There have not been any specific rituals among fishermen to hold 
wedding ceremonies even in the old days. They just organize ban-
quets as the landsmen do. They only difference is that the restau-
rants are on water. Today, wedding banquets are also held normal 
restaurants as the landsmen do. 
Means of Production 
Most of the fishermen today, including those in Aberdeen, do not 
dry fresh seafood for sell. First is due to the raised income from 
mechanization. The other reason is the competition from China. 
The prices of the dried seafood are much cheaper than those pro-
duced in Hong Kong. As reviewed by fishermen today, they find it 
profitless to produce salted or dried seafood. 
Community Pattern 
The once congested boat community in Aberdeen h3rbou「is no 
longer visible. The number of houseboats and fishing boats drop 
tremendously following the economic changes over the past decades. 
The fishing community has already disappeared. 
Todayi\s Aberdeen 
Typhoon Shelter. 
The number of boats 
is much reduced. 
Instead, more yacht 
are mooring at the 
Marina Club area. 
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Evolution of Fishermen Housing 
Early Fishermen Housing 
The housing conditions for the fish-catching folks have been men-
tioned previously. The housing conditions for the fish-rearing folks 
are similar but no better. They live on floating platforms that are 
originally designed to attach fishnets underneath. They build simple 
structures enclosed by wooden o「metal panels. These structures 
are meant to be for guarding purposes and the sizes are restricted 
to 30ft X 30ft. Since the farm owners are too poor to afford decent 
housing, they take these guarding houses as their homes. There is 
no supply of fresh water and electricity and has no sanitary fitments. 
The living condition is extremely poor. It could be worse then living 
o门 a boat. They are among the strongest who urge the government 
to build housing for them. 
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Therefore, measures are taken to move boat-dwellers ashore. Due 
to these measures，the number of marine dwellers dropped 
significantly. T o d a y， t h e number is negligible. Most of them have 
become "amphibian" instead of "aquatic". Since they now have a 
flat on 丨and but would still live on boats during fishing period. 
Even so, there are still some who prefer living on boats. The main 
reasons are as follows: 
1. Expensive land living: Income from fishing is usually unstable 
and often savings have to be devoted to upgrading machines 
and equipment. Some fishermen may find it unaffordable to live 
ashore. 
2. Security of the boat: Even for those who have an apartment ashore, 
they will stay on boats for security reasons. 
3. Frequency of setting off to the sea: With the advanced technology, 
fishermen are able to fish all year round. Some of them may 
need to go out to the sea again in the next morning. They simply 
do not take the trouble of going home ashore. 
4. In situ reallocation: For most of the fishermen in Aberdeen, they 
prefer to have a house around the Typhoon shelter area. This is 
not simply taking the convenience of going to their boats. It is 
also because they have been staying in Aberdeen for so many 
years and have acquainted to the environment. This is especially 
so when most of today's fishermen are mid-aged to old-aged 
people. They have an even stronger tie to the district. It is due to 
this reason that the majority of the former boat-people are relo-
cated around the areas as Tin Wan Estate, Shek Pei Wan Estate 
and the Wah Foo Estate. 




































Though the survey on the marine population in Aberdeen is inadequate, the trend is a downward 
slopping one. 
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There no thorough statistic survey about the marine population after the mid-90s. The graph still 
shows the general trend of decreasing population on the marine dwellers. In fact, the actual figure after 
mid'90s is believed to be dropping, since the government prohibits the growth of the number of dive//-
ing-boats and hence the marine population. 
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More statistic data about the Usherfolk. 
(Hong Kong By-Census: A Graphic Guide, 1971, 1976, 
1981. The Hong Kong Census Department.) 
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Summary 
Having been analyzed in the previous section, we see the intimate 
relationship between the homes and the boats. Fishermen could 
not tolerate the far distance to their boats. During an interview with 
a fisherman in Aberdeen, he reviewed to me that his family only 
made possible to move ashore in 1996, though he submitted the 
application to the Housing Authority some 19 years ago. The「ea-
son for his 丨ate move is his reluctance to move away from Aberdeen. 
The early approvals offer him flats in Shau Kei Wan, Tin Shui Wei 
and some other remote places. He said he has been in Aberdeen 
for more than 30 years. It is impossible for him to leave Aberdeen 
but continuing fishing. It was until 4 years ago had he succeed in 
attaining a flat in Wong Chuk Hung Estate. 
In fact, many fishermen are rehoused in estates around the Aber-
deen coast, such as the Shek Pei Wan Estate, Tin Wan Estate, 
Wong Chuk Hung Estate, Ap Lei Chau Estate and so on. The one 
principle is that the housing should not be far away from the sea. 
To conclude, the best land housing for fishermen is a housing by the 
shore, where convenient access to land and to the sea is possible. 
A site like Po Chong could be a good potential for developing 
such estate. 
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ON O A B E R D E E • 
The site for the proposed development has been determined in Ab-
erdeen due to the advantages listed below: 
1. Aberdeen has always been one of the largest fishing communi-
ties hundreds of years ago. Today it is still accommodating sev-
eral thousand fishermen. Due to fishermen's strong inhabitation 
inertia, they would not be w川ing to move to other district. Therefore, 
the proposed project is best situated close to their original 
environment; 
Aberdeen is a tourist spot due to the presence of the Ocean Park 
and the Jumbo Floating Restaurant; 
Aberdeen contains many “urban under-uses”，including spaces 
and industries as stated in previous section; 





Before determining the final location of the proposed development, 
several areas in Aberdeen have been studied. This is to find out 
which slot of land is the most appropriate for the development. 
An overview of Aberdeen, 2000 and 
the locations of the potential sites. 
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Location: The area is located along the southern coast of/Aberdeen. 
It occupies longitudinally the entire coastal front which is now cater-
ing for a coastal promenade. The existing wholesale fish market is 
located at its western end. 
Accessibility. Due to its waterfront location between the Aberdeen 
Praya Road and the Aberdeen West Typhoon Shelter, the site en-
joys the convenience to both land and water transport. The Aber-
deen Praya Road is a trunk road linking Aberdeen to the outside. It 
is therefore well served by buses. Similarly, there are four existing 
piers serving for transfer boats o「water taxi and some more privates 
ones serving for pleasure boats for tourists. It is easy and conve-
nience for people to get across the harbour o「to the other islands. 
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Activities: There are three main kinds of activities. 
1. Tourist Business-This is concentrated along the mid-
way of the site by the waterfront. There are about 3 
private piers, with Chinese-style decoration, ready to 
serve tourists. The boats are mainly the traditional 
wooden junks capable of accommodating 5-6 people. 
2. District Open Space - This entire coastal front is de-
voted to a waterfront park serving the entire Aber-
deen district. The park caters for sitting and leisure 
facilities, including a waterfront promenade. 
3. Wholesale Fish Market - It consists of a sheltered 
waterfront area with ship-mooring facilities, a car park-
ing area and area for auxiliary facilities. K only oper-
ates from dawn till morning. 
Justification: 
This site though bares the potentials for the intended development, 
it is not preferred for reasons listed below: 
1. It is too close to the main traffic where noise pollution is serious; 
2. In its longitudinal plan, the average width of the site is about 40m 
only. Such distance is not enough for building buffers against 
traffic on the Aberdeen Praya Road; 
3. The entire frontage of the coast and the view to Ap Lei Chau may 
be lost due to the development; 
4. The area is too close to the Aberdeen West Typhoon Shelter, 
which is the most favourable mooring zone for boats of various 
kinds. The development may block the normal functioning of the 
typhoon shelter. 
































2. Boatyard sites to the east of Po Chong Wan 
\ Bus Route from the Ap 
\.ei Chau Bridge 
ii 
/Uoute for other vehicles 
‘other than buses 
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Location: The site is located by the western coast front of Ap Lei 
Chau with direct contact to the Aberdeen Channel. It is situated in 
a down-slope area and is close to the Lei Tung Estate and the Yue 
One Court up the slope. 
Accessibility: It is only accessible by the Ap Lei Chau Praya Road, 
which is connected to the Ap Lei Chau Bridge. However, there is no 
bus stop at the site. All buses stop at either Yue On Court or the Lei 
Tung Estate. Then walk down-slope to the site. 
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Activities: Gu「「ently，the site is only used for shipyards only. There 
are about 20 slipways ( 舟 a n d one jetty in operation. Many wooden 
junks are mooring at proximity of these shipyards. 
Justification: 
This site is also not preferred for reasons listed below; 
1. It is not on a tourist route; 
2. It is rather detached from the mainland, Aberdeen and Wong 
Chuk Hang. There are not enough events to sustain the activities 
of tourists. 
3. The convex shape of the site makes it hard to build up a sense of 
community. 
3. Open Space at northwest of the Ap Lei Chau 









ter channel next 
between Ap Lei 
Chau and 
Aberdeen. 
The portion of the site under 
construction. 
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Location: The site is located at the end of the Ap Lei Chau Main 
Street. It also has a coastal frontage to the Aberdeen West Ty-
phoon Shelter. 
Accessibility. 
1. Currently’ the site is not served by major transport. To get to the 
site, one has to take the mini-buses to the Ap Lei Chau Main 
Street and the门 get there on foot. 
2. Alternatively, one may reach there by walking along the coast. 
3. There is no water connection to the other areas. 
Activities: 
1. The area is now catering for sports facilities only, which are mainly 
ball courts. 
2. The waterfront is now abandoned without any usage. 
3. The portion close to the Shan Ming Street is now under 
construction. 
4. The Hung Sing Temple is located at the western end. 
Justification: 
The area is not preferred for the intended development. Reasons 
are listed beiow: 
1. Poor accessibility; 
2. The ball courts are popular among residents. There is no strong 
argument for removal; 
The site is too close to the "bottle-neck" area of the Aberdeen 
Channel, which is usually busy with marine traffic or mooring. 
The proposed development may impose obstacle to the smooth 
operation of the marine traffic. 
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Open space at Stauton Creek 
Location: The area is located at the start point of the Ap Lei Chau 
Bridge, on the side of Aberdeen. It is situated at the exit of the 
nullah that goes through Wong Chuk Hang. It is enclosed by the 
Aberdeen Praya Road and the Ap Lei Chau Bridge at the top and 
the nullah at ground level. 
/ 
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Main transport route at the 
Aberdeen Praya Road 
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Accessibility. The access to the area is by two ways. One is from 
the coastal promenade along the Aberdeen coastal front. The other 
is by a footbridge across the Aberdeen Praya Road. 
Activities: Currently the area is used for sports facilities, mainly ball 
courts. The waterfront is a continuation of the coastal promenade, 
where people may do fishing for leisure. Some part of the area is 
designated as open spaces. 
Justification: 
This area is also not preferred due to reasons listed below: 
1. The waterfrontage is too narrow; 
2. Noise pollution from the Aberdeen Praya Road and the Ap Lei 
Chau Bridge; 
3. It is rather isolated from the other context and is not on a tourist 
route. 
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5. Existing boatyard site east of Ap Lei Chau Pray a 
Road 
A temple nearby. 
Location: At the under-bridge space of the Ap Lei Chau Bridge. It is 
at the downslope area with the Marina Club near by. 
Accessibility: Poor accessibility with no major vehicular route lead-
ing to the site. 
Activities: Shipyard. 
Justification: 
The site is not preferred to the intended development for reasons 
listed below: 
1. Poor accessibility; 
2. The waterfrontage is too narrow; 
3. It situates right at the "neck" of the Aberdeen Channel. The de-
velopme门t may from obstacle to the marine traffic. 
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1. Currently an under-use space: Since the intention of the project 
is to recapture the u门de「-use urban elements so as to achieve a 
more balanced use of resources. One of the major concerns in 
selecting the site is that the land must be currently under-use o「 
under employed. 
2. The functions it caters for are not appropriate to the site 
setting: This criterion also corresponds to the original intention of 
the project. If a site that is catering for a function appropriate to 
the site setting, there is no reason fo「replacing it. 
3. Should be suitable for development of housing: The project 
deals with housing development, the site must be suitable for this 
kind of purposes. In other words, it should not be too remote from 
the transportation route, too dose to polluted areas and etc. 
4. With ready accessibility: The proposed project is about to cater 
for a population of 2000 and a place for tourists' visit. The site 
must therefore be readily accessible. 
5. Close to other tourist spots: The presence of other tourist at-
tractions near by would attract more tourists to the proposed 
complex. 
6. Coastal frontage: A site with coastal frontage is important for 
fishermen housing. Since fishermen demand for both easy link-
ages to land and to the sea. A coastal site can therefore serve the 
purposes. 
According to these selection criteria, the above mentioned sites are 
not preferred for the proposed project. After a general analysis of 
Aberdeen, it is determined that the shipyard site at Po Chong Wan 
is best suited for the intended development. The analysis of the Po 
Chong Wan site is in the following section. 
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The site, Po Chong Wan, is a bay situated near the exit of the Aber-
deen South Typhoon Shelter. It occupies a total area of about 25 
632 sq.m and is due west in orientation. The whole site is well 
sheltered by the Nam Long Shan at the back and the Yuk Kwai 
Shan in Ap Lei Chau, as well as the two breakwaters to its right. To 
its north are the Sham Wan Marina Club and a newly constructed 
housing estate. To its south is the famous Ocean Park. Nevertheless, 
the site now is under-employed for shipyard business. 
The site is divided into two parts by the presence of the Hospi-
tal Authority Sham Wan Laundry. It situates right at the center 
of the site and thus divides the site into two. 
Sham Wan Road, the only 
vehicular route leading to the 
site, which ends at the 
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Site Configuration 
The site is longitudinal and concave in shape with the diameter ap-
proximate to 470m and the average width of the land area about 
60m. Such concave shape is favorable in building up the sense of 
community. 
In such longitudinal configuration, and extensive development 
may need to be stretched out to the sea. Floating structure is 
preferred to further reclamation. 
The concave shape of the site 
Site Accessibility 
Access to the site insofar has only one route, the Sham Wan Road, 
which ends at the Ocean Park. The road is only about 7m wide with 
two-way traffic. The access is limited but so far as the amount of 
user groups concerned, it is enough. 
The user groups are: 
1. The tourist coaches going in and out of the Ocean Park. 
2. The lorries going in and out of the shipyards. 
3. The future residents of the new housing estate at the entrance to 
Po Chong Wan. However, it is believed that these residents would 
most probably be served by the existing bus terminus at Wong 
Chuk Hang Estate, which is about 5 mins walk to the north. 
Therefore, they would not use the Sham Wan Road often. 
Frequency of Vehicular Access: 
The frequency of usage by the first two groups is about 9 vehicles 
(including 2 coaches, 3 lorries, 1 taxi and 3 private cars) per ten 
minutes. 
Time Pass-by Vehicles 
1st m jn -
2nd min 1 lorry 
3rd min 1 coach 
min 1 taxi & 2 private cars 
5& min 1 lorry 
min 1 private car 
min -
8协 min 1 coach & 1 lorry 
min -
10^ min -
Total 9 Vehicles 








































Therefore, given the current utility rate of the Sham Wan Road, a 
width of 7m is enough. However, if the site is to be developed into 
another residential area and as a tourist spot, the road may have to 
be widened to accommodate more public transportation services. 
Distance to the Wong Chuk Hang Road is about 15 mins walk from 
the site. The Wong Chuk Hang Road is a trunk road connecting 
/Kberdeen to the other districts. Therefore, the convenience of daily 
commuting is guaranteed. 
Sequence of Access 
The access to the site along the Sham Wan Road is quiet without 
much shops, people and vehicles. Even the shipyard areas are 
quiet and lack of activities. 
Sequence The South Wave Court 
The Sham Wan Road I n d u s 
The Marina Club 
a Zone 
The Po Chong Wan Road I n d u s t r i a l Zone The Ocean Park 
c / J A n Y 
Entered the Po Chong Wan site. 
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Site Profile 
The site is backed by the Nam Long Shan and has narrow land-fill 
area only. The sea area by the coast is not very deep. Thus, it 
would not be too costly to extend building structures into the water. 
Soil Condition 
The main components for the land area are landfill, which composed 
of natural earth and garbage. Nam Long Shan is composed of 
eutaxite (條紋斑雜溶結凝灰岩）while the coastal sea area is mainly 
the silty marine sand. Further out to the sea is consisted of undi-
vided dark gray marine mud. 
The silty component by the coastal area could be a result of pro-
longed contamination from the shipbuilding industry. It is toxic and 
would deteriorate foundation materials. Therefore, it must be cleared 
first before foundation work begins. 
Marine mud Land fill 
Silty marine sand 
Eutaxite 
The site profile. 
A map showing the soil 
types of the site. 
Ap Lei Chau 
l.nul I-111 
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Contextual Aspects 
Site History 
Aberdeen has undergone several stages of reclamation beginning 
from 1904. Part of Po Chong Wan is so existed as a result of the 
reclamation in 1982. The shipyards are there for some 11 - 18 
years. However, due to the socio-economic changes over the past 
decades, the shipbuilding industry is running backward. (FRefer to 
previous section) The shipyard owners have found the situation so 
unbearable that they propose to the government that they are will-
ing to surrender their 丨and for developing a Fishermen Wharf. 
{Redevelopment of Aberdeen Wholesales Fish Market Study, Public Consultation - A 
Summary of Comments and Responses, Planning Department , The Government of 





There are about 6 temples around the Aberdeen and Ap Lei Chau 
areas, such as the Hung Sing Temple, the Tin Hau Temple, the 
Water-Moon Palace and etc. They are quite far away from the site. 
0门 the other hand’ nearly all these temples are now being surrounded 
by tall residential buildings. Their existences are no longer prominent. 
Plus the fact that the roads leading to these temples are not pleas-
antly set up o「commercially sound. The possibility of using the site 
as a start point for tourists to tour around Aberdeen through physi-
cal 丨and connections may not sound practical. 
Location of different 
temples around the 
Aberdeen and Ap Lei 
Chau areas. The vari-
ous access routes 
from the targeted site 
are indicated. Most of 
the temples are quite 
far away from the tar-
geted site. 
T • 1 . s Y s O g R a M m I 
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蛋家篇 
Nevertheless, taking advantage from the coastal location of the site, 
sea route could be a good choice for tourists' access to these temples. 
This is also a good way for tourists to appreciate the water commu-
nity within the shelter are3. 
Floating Restaurant 
The floating restaurant has a proximity to both the site and the Ma-
rina Club. The first floating restaurant could be traced back to the 
period immediately after WWII. Until 1948，a highly decorated float- ^ ^ ^ 
ing restaurant named Tai Pa、太白、came into place and further 
boosts the sea food market and tourism in Aberdeen. In the most 
prosperous period, there have been 8 floating restaurants within the 
narrow Aberdeen Ghannel area. Today, the most famous one is the - - • 一一 
JUMBO restaurant, which came into place in 1961. It remains the . 
most prominent attraction for tourists in Aberdeen. Due to its prox- Access by the sea-
imity to the site and its attractive Chinese-style outlook, it is intended 什。mtl^es^^eto the 
】 Jumbo Floating 




Within the targeted site, the activities are mainly concerned with 
ship repairing and the related business. There are two separate 
industrial zones within the site, the Sham Wan Industrial Zone and 
the Po Chong Wan Industrial Zone. 
The former zone consists of approximately 9 shipyards for shipbuild-
ing and repairing and 36 workshops for manufacturing of ship 
components. Most of them are concentrated on yacht business. 
They have been there for some 17 years. Both the shipyards and 
workshops are housed in simple steel-frame structures with zinc 
enclosure. The zone is very quiet and does not sound as noisy and 
polluting as one may think an industrial site should be. As reviewed 
by the Chairman of the Sham Wan Industrial Zone Management 
Office, Mr Chou, many of the workshops and shipyards are not do-
ing good business. Some of the shipyards are doing car repairing 
in substitute to the declining business in ship repairing. As for the 
workshops, many of them have shifted to small mechanical works, 
such as air-conditioner repairing, other than ship components. 
• 1 a Y T C ： n A p r 1 









































The Po Chong Wan Industrial Z c le 
s • 4 1 Y 
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篇 
T a n k a E p i s o d e m. a「ch2 chung chun yiu shina 
The Po Chong Wan Industrial Zone is mainly a workshop area for 
producing ship components. There is only one big shipyard with 
floating jetties for lifting up big boats. All together there are about 99 
household workshops. However, the area also appears to be quiet 
and there is not much manufacturing going on. 
、 y 广 考 V ' 
The Sham Wan Industrial 
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Commercial Activities 
There is no commercial activity within the targeted site. In fact, 
commercial activities are limited in the surrounding contexts, they 
include: 
1. The few shop at the Marina Club, which consist of an Art Gallery, 
a Yacht Brokerage, 2-3 Film Stores and one Supermarket; 
2. A few fast food restaurants at the ground floor of the South Wave 
Court; 
3. Piers for taking tourists to the Jumbo Floating Restaurant and to 
other areas. 
Due to the lack of commercial activities, the site and its surround-
ings appear to be quiet with few pedestrians and traffic. 
- - - — 
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Recreational Activities 
The recreation facilities in the nearby contexts include: 
1. The Bao Yuk Kwong Swimming Pool to the NE of the Marina 
Club; 
2. The Marina Club; 
3. The Ocean Park to the south of the site; 
4. Two ball courts at proximity to the Marina Club and many others 
in the nearby Wong Chuk Hang Estate, which are about 10 mins 
walk from the site; 
5. One small park next to the Bao Yuk Kwong Swimming Pool. 
Even though the Marina Club is not public accessible and the Ocean 
Park is also inaccessible without paying entrance fee, the basic fa-
cilities in the nearby contexts are enough to serve the proposed 
project. Apart from this, the site is close to the Wong Chuk Hang 
Estate, where other ancillary facilities, such as market, can be reached 
within 10 mins walk. 
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The Nam Long Shan Hospital 
Institutional & Communal Facilities 
The nearby Institutional facilities include: 
1. Three schools in the Wong Chuk Hang Estate and five more at 
the nearby contexts; 
2. One hospital, the Nam Long Hospital and one Rehabilitaiton Cen-
tre at the Welfare Road, which is about 10 mins walk from the 
site; 
A s a Way t o Solving I m balance of Urban Resources 
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The communal facilities include: 
1. Two homes for the aged. One near the entrance to the Nam 
Long Shan Road and the other one next to the Nam Long Hospital; 
One Wong Chuk Hang Multi-Services Center for the Elderly at 
the ground floor of the South Wave Court; 
A bus-terminus at the Wong Chuk Hang Estate, which is about 5 
mins walk from the site; 




The bus stop at 
Wong Chuk Hang 
Estate 
Homes for the aged 
Garbage collecting point 
Bus Terminus )… 
Therefore, the site is served by schools and health care services, 
which are essential for the development of housing. The one thing 
that is lacking is the childcare center. Since fishermen do not have 
much time for their children. A child care center would help lease 
their burdens. 
There is also the South District Marine Police Station right next to 
the Sham Wan Industrial Zone. This presence of it is good for the 
safeguarding the proposed fishing community. 
To conclude, given the physical and contextual aspects of the site at 
Po Chong Wan, it is considered suitable for the proposed 
development. 
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Statutory Control 
Building Planning Regulation 
The proposed buildings would be less than 15m in height. The 
corresponding plot ratio and site coverage controls stated in the 
Building Planning Regulation are as follows: 
Class A Site 
(Height of building no Domestic Non-domestic 
exceeding 15m) Building Building 
Site Coverage 66.6 100 
Plot Ratio 3.3 5 
Outline Zoning Plan 
The Po Chong Wan Industrial Zone is zoned for GIC uses in the 
OZP, 2000. Such planning strategy shows that the government is 
intended to retrieve the land in the Po Chong Wan zone for other 
development purposes. Since the proposed project is a residential 
development, application for a change of use under the section 16 
of the Town Planning Ordinance is required. 
The Outline Zoning Plan, 
2000. 
The current Sham Wan Industrial Zone is assigned for industrial 
use. Since this part of the site is intended to be an open space 
the open space is under the Column I of the OZP, which means 
always permitted. Therefore, application for change of use 
necessary. Moreover, this part of the site would be developed in 
Phase III. This allows time for the removal of the current industrial 
workshops. 
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The proposed development of a fishermen's housing merging with 
tourism is one of the ways to re-activating the urban under-uses. 
The "Typological Displacement" of the different industries, the fish-
ing and the tourist industries, demonstrates the mutual benefit for 
both parties. With their hybrid being built on an under-employed 
area, the benefits then become three-fold. Therefore, instead of 
letting the dying or under-employed industries fade out, there are 
ways to extract their hidden values. And these values and poten-
tials could be remedies to other urban problems, such as over-crowd-
ing and lack of job opportunities. 
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Site Zoning 
General Zoning Strategy 
1 . The site is located by the side of the Shum Wan Road, which allows 
two-way traffic to and from the Ocean Park. However, the only round-
about area is situated within the Ocean Park. Therefore, in order to 
allow flexibility for residents and visitors to the site, a new round-




The Phase I development caters for a total residency of about 1100 
people (including the tourists). A car-park of considerable size has to 
be provided. However, given the limited land area and with concerns 
to the attractive view to Ap Lei Chau, a car-park would distort the 
entire scenario. Therefore, the car-park is hidden in the basement 
right under the plaza area. 
The land area is allocated for the plaza in which the fishermen would 
carry out festival ceremonies and events. 
The plaza area is for flexible uses. At normal times, it is used as an 
open market for fishermen to sell daily necessities or souvenir to the 
tourists. At festival times, kiosks for the open market are removed to 
give「oom for the ceremonies. 
Around the plaza are shops and the hostels for tourists. Tourists 
Hostels are placed on top of the shops, and the shops are placed 
around the plaza area. By such a center is formed. Apart from this, 
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6. The housing clusters are mostly allocated above the water area. Only 
1 f j of them are placed on land. This is because the main user group, 
i.e., the fishermen, is strongly tied to water. As for the portion placed 
on land, they are to resemble fishermen moving onto the land, but 
still could not leave water at far 
7. Among the housing on water, a center is given to tie up the cluster 
groups. Therefore, even residents at the outer edge would feel that 
they are within the group. 




























8. The landscaped seating out area is also sloped towards the central 
plaza area. They are treated as another event-watching space for 
the ceremonial events. 
9. Apart from the hostels placed around the plaza, some old house-
boats are renovated for tourists? dwelling as well. This is believed to 
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Plan for the Plaza Area 
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Layouts for the Tourists' Houseboats 
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\ZoninQ for the Services: 
1. An additional access road running on water is provided. This is for 
access of the trash truck, lorries when people moving in and out, and 
fire ambulance in times of emergency. Given the limited vehicle us-
ages, it is landscaped as a pedestrian promenade on water. 
2. One central transformer room is designed for the whole site. To 
allow for convenience and easy access, it is placed at the corner 
area next to the Shum Wan Road. 
3. Since most of the housing units are located on water, all kinds of 
residential wastes would collected centrally at the pump room situ-
ated in the car-park area. 
4. The Tourist Information Center and the Management Office are placed 
right next to the Bus Drop-off Area. This is to provide convenience 
for the visitors. 
/ 
/ 
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Housing Design 
1. To cultivate strong ties of neighborhood and the sense of community 
NEIGHBOURHOOD and the SENSE OF COMMUNITY are the most 
important elements for a fishing community. In the old days, when the 
marine people are living side by side on their boats, circulation and com-
munication are almost boundless. People can pass through each other s 
homes? almost like jumping over hurdles; People can see each other s 
and talk to each other at any time at an interactive distance. It is, there-
fore, the distance and the wallessness that foster such strong sense of 
neighborhood and the sense of community unique for the fishing groups. 
With this in mind, the housing arrangement is so designed to re-creating 
that kind of social atmosphere for the fishermen of today. The aim is to 
re-unite themselves into a group again, and then to work for the further 
development of their own industry. 
The closely packed house-
boats allow free communica-
t ion and easy interaction 
among the marine dwellers. 
The estate layout is arranged in such a way that every clus-
ter units are linked up on the ground level to allow for pe-
destrian passage. Therefore, the residents are free to move 
among individual cluster units. Just like meandering through 
the boat forest in the old days. 
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House Boats as Modular Elements 
The Modular System 
The boats in which the marine dwellers live in are mostly similar in sizes 
and layouts. Larger boats would usually moor adjacent to another larger 
boat and the smaller boats behave likewise. By such repetitive and par-
allel alignment of boats, a fishing community is formed. From this, we 
can deduce the primary component of a fishing community, which is? the 
boat. 
The linear and parallel alignment 
of individual boats makes up a 
marine community. 
d E s I g N C o N c E p T m 
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Ever-Changing Community Pattern 
Boats are always moving as they are the main tools for making a living 
apart from being a House. Such movement makes it possible that the 
neighboring household is different from day to day or even from time to 
time. In other words, the community pattern is always changing. The 
community is neither rigid nor static. K is dynamic and full of expectations 
as to - Who would be my neighbor today? 
With the aim of resembling such energetic and dynamic community pat-
tern, I once again, begin with the primary cluster unit module. The clus-
ter is built up by stacking up the basic household unit modules. What 
makes the difference is that the way of stacking varies from one part to 
the other. Then, the arrangement of these cluster modules into the site is 
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This is advantageous in several ways. 
First, spatial quality is enhanced. Within a cluster, there are voids, corri-
dor, platform and roof spaces. The entire duster is so full of sunshine 
and allows for natural ventilation. 
Spatial changes 
within a cluster 
module. 
Second, the household units are so arranged to allow for roof spaces for 
social and functional purposes. Socially, the roofs are where people get 
sunshine and fresh air in which people can have interaction with neigh-
bors. Functionally, the roofs are designed for fishermen to dry their ma-
rine catches. This is part of their production process and is what makes 
it so ideal as a fishermen village. 
d E s I g N C o N c E p D e 
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A Cluster Unit As a Resemblance of a Boat 
Solid Slab with Bearing Walls System 
In destructuiing a boat, it is not difficult to find that the two sides are 
always enclosed. Fo「one reason, the main supports are on the two 
sides. For the other, given the longitudinal shape of the boat plan, the 
space would be more economically used by putting external walls on the 
two sides of the boat. As a result, there are almost no m^or activity 
spaces on the two sides, while the stern and the bow are mainly leaved 
as open decks for drying purposes. Of course, the roof spaces are also 
utilized for the same functions. 
With such analogy, the cluster units are so designed in a similar marmer. 
The system of one-way solid slab with bearing walls is adopted for the 
construction. Therefore, the supports are on the two sides while the front 
side and the backside walls are load free. It is where the most openings 
are made for entry and letting in the natural light, as well as the fresh air. 
d E s I g N C o N c E p T m 
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The transfer plate that takes up loading from the structural walls. Then, 
transfer the loading to the columns below. Columns are designed to be 
A-shaped in order to resist forces from tidal action. 
Floor 
Structural 
0 0^ 1 2 • t e ( 
Vertical circulation is put around the lift core. This is to ease the circulation pattern 
and to use the high lift core to create one focal point that could signify the mast of a 
boat. 
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The transfer plate is used as the main circulation space, as well as the 
communal area for people to gather and to enjoy the view to the sea. 
0 ej i 3 
Another common space provided on the 3rd floor for residents within the 
same cluster. It is connected to the most number of household units. 
0 0J1 2 
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？3 
The elevations without the structural walls. These sides are free to 
make larger openings. Like the bow and the stern of a boat. 
1 
1' 3 
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The structual walls are shaped according to the structua! needs of variant 
combinations of the unit modules. Openings are also made at where it 
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家 / 
The lift core signifies the mast of a boat. 
’、a/?///7 
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First Stage: The setting-out of the site layout 
IL.M / ^ 
Second Stage; Housing block design 
Third Stage: Laying out of the housing blocks 
• f f l V ^ … 
Fourth Stage: The concept of the masts. 
Fifth Stage: The housing clusters crawling on the land. 
d E s I g N D e V e L o P m E n D e S i G 
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Report on interviewing former boat-people 
Date: 1st Oct, 2000 lace: Coastal Promenade, Aberdeen No. of people interviewed: 6 
Background of the interviewers: 
All people interviewed are ladies who are now working tourism in Aberdeen. The age ranges 
from early 40 to mid-70. All of them are former boat-people who have moved to live ashore 
some 20 years ago. Their major job in Aberdeen is transporting people to the out-lying 
islands, such as Lamma Island or Tuen Mun. Most of them target for tourist business. 
First interviewer: A 74 year-old lady 
(Q = question; A= answer) 
Q1: What do you do for living? 
My husband is a water-taxi driver and I am here (by the coast) to bring people to my boat. My 
boat is a water-taxi and goes mainly to places like Lamma Island. 
Q2: How long have you been here in Aberdeen? 
I am here ever since I was b o m .丨 am now 74 years old now. 
Q3: Were you a fisherman in the past? 
Yes. Do you see that boat where my husband is in? It was our home many years ago. At 
that time, there was no engine, and everywhere we went, we went by oaring the boat forward. 
We sent our children school by our boat, we pick them up by our boat, we went to the market 
by out boat... everywhere we went was by the boat. 
Q4: How long have you been moved ashore? 
Many years already, could be longer than 20 years. Now, my sons and grandsons are 
working in offices o「factories. None of them work on water. Everything has changed. 
Q5: Do you like the life on water or the life on land better? 
Ah... everywhere is the same as long as a home for us. Of course, living on the boat is less 
convenient and more crowded. In times of typhoon or rain it was really miserable. 
Q6: Do you miss the days on the boat? 
Well... yes sometimes. You know we cook, slept, ate and worked on the boat. It was part of 
our life. Now that we have moved ashore, we are still working on the boat. I don't know 
what we can do without it. I am illiterate and old now, it is impossible for me to change job. 
After all, it has been so many years. 
Q7; How do you feel about the life on land? 
Just another place to live. Of course, the facilities are better and safer. 
Q8: Have you heard about the government's plan to change the fish market into a 
fishermen wharf? What do you feel about that? 
As long as it is good for our business, it is okay. 
Q9: Do you think a specially designed fisherman's village is necessary to house the 
fishermen on water? 
There are very little fishermen who are living on water. Most of them have moved ashore. 
Before, about 17 years ago, there were more than 100 boat families here in the Typhoon 
Shelter. A fire destroyed all of them. From that time onward, the government took 
measures to move all boat-people ashore. Now, there are only 5 or 6 dwellers' boats on the 
water. Those boats are not allowed meander on water. 
Q10: If a fishermen's village is really proposed, where do you think is the most suitable 
site? Is Po Chong Wan a good choice? 
No, the place is smelly and bad feng-shui. The land next to the Ap Li Chau Bridge is a good 
feng-shui place. 
Second interviewers: A group (5-6) of mid-aged ladies who are waiting for 
business by the coast near the fish market. 
Q1: What do you do for living? 
What do you think we are? Sitting here for a living? No, we are forced to sit here. It is the 
government's entire fault. The economy is so bad that our boats have no tourist to hire and 
that's why we are sitting to wait for luck to come. See our boats down the shore? These are 
the only traditional symbol for Aberdeen. We rent the boat to tourists. 
Q2: Why do you say, "it is the government's fault，’? 
See the fish market there? It is now given a large car park, which is so good for the fish 
business. As for our interests, the government 门ever takes an eye on us. Tourist coaches 
are not allowed to use the car park, not even for loading and unloading people. As a result, 
the tourists have no direct way to come hear and therefore our business declines. We don't 
want to sit here, in fact, we are working but have nothing to work with. I tell you, the tourist 
industry here in Aberdeen would diminish soon. People find it less and less profitable and 
many of them leave the industry when their boats got rotten o「when they retire. Soon you 
will not be able to see these traditional boats here in Aberdeen. 
Q3: How long have you been here in Aberdeen? 
Very long, Gver since we were bom. 
Q4: Were you a fisherman in the past? 
No. We were not fishermen but we lived on boats. See that small boat down the shore? In 
that tiny boat, my whole family, together about 5-6 persons lived there. It was really very 
crowded. 
Q5: How long have you been moved ashore? 
More than 20 years. The government required us to move ashore. We were provided with 
cheap rental housing. 
Q6; Why did the government move boat-people ashore? 
There was a big fire about 20 years ago. Many of us lost our home and the government thus 
built cheap rental housing for us and required us to move ashore. The rent is still cheap. 
We are paying HK$ 35 a month. 
Q7: Do you like the life on water or the life on land better? 
Well, life on 丨and is deemed to be safer, more hygienic and convenience. 
Q8: Do you miss the days on the boat? 
Yes I do. The boat brings us closer to nature where sunshine and air is abundant. In my 
apartment, it is really crowded and small. You know, my apartment is only 300 sq.ft, but 
accommodating 5 people. Actually, I don't find my living any better apart from convenience 
and safety. I don't mind living on a boat again provided that I don't have to share with too 
many family members. In fact, some tourists are so much interested in the way we live. I 
had organized a few home visits for tourist to my house. They were very amazed to see we 
manage to live is such a small box. 
Q9: Have you heard about the government's plan to change the fish market into a 
fishermen wharf? What do you feel about that? 
I don't care about what she plans. As long as the plan can better off our life, I will support it. 
Yet, I dorVt think the government will plan anything good for our business. 
Q10: Do you think a specially designed fisherman's village is necessary to house the 
fishermen on water? 
It could be good. 
Q11： If a fishermen's village is really proposed, where do you think is the most suitable 
site? Is Po Chong Wan a good choice? 
Anywhere will do’ as long as we can find a living. 
Q12： Were there any organization formed by the fishermen or the boat-people to work 
out common interests? 
No, there was not. 
Q13： Was there a particular culture specific to the boat-people group? 
No, we did not have anything special. 
Third interviewer: A mid-aged lady who no longer stays or works in Aberdeen. 
Date: 10* Oct, 2000 
Q1： What did you do for living when on water? 
I was not a fisherman. My family and I worked for transporting goods to and from cargo ships, 
which moor at the outskirts of the harbour. Usually the cargo ships would stay from a week to 
more than days. Thus our work would not stop until they leave. 
Q2; Did you live on the boat? 
Not really, we had a house ashore and we stayed on the boat only when at work，which may 
last for more than 10 days. So, you may say I lived on a boat. 
Q3: What special amenities did you have on board? 
We had TV and a kitchen. At that time (1960-70s), "fuel oven" was still not popular, we had 
firewood stored in the boat. Using firewood was not dangerous because there was a 
separate sheltered kitchen. We also had a separate room for bathing and every waste was 
dumped to the sea. As for fresh water, we bought from a supply-boat. 
Q4: What was the activity pattern on a boat? 
We didn't have regular activity pattern. The work could be from day till mid-night. Usually, a 
boat had 5-6 crews. All of us took shift to do the work. Our jobs included cooking to 
handling of cargoes. There was no entertainment except for watching TV. 
Q5； How were the relationships between boat-dwellers? 
Not close at all. We lived our ways and since we were very mobile that our neighbors 
changed daily. It was hard to develop a relationship that way. 
Q6; Were there 
common interests? 
No, we were working quite independently and we did not form any cooperative units. 
Q7; Was there a particular culture specific to the boat-people group? 
No, I don't think so. There was nothing special, except for the Festival of the Queen of 
Heaven. Apart from that, we didn't do things other than what the landsmen did. 
Q8: What about the wedding and funeral ceremonies? Were they different from that of 
the landsmen? 
No, usually individual household had ways of organizing a wedding on their own. We did not 
have a common ritual. In fact, many celebration activities were held on land. Even for 
funeral thing，people did it on 丨and. We also had the body burned instead of having a special 
funeral on water. We seldom decorated our boats on festivals. 
Q9: How was the family structure of a typical boat family? Did they all crowded 
together in one small boat? 
Most of the families lived on separate boats since one boat was too small to accommodate too 
many members. Usually a boat contained 3-4 people including the father, the mother and the 
son. On festival days, especially the Lunar New Year times, boat families would gather 
together to have dinner together. 
Q10: Did members from different families gather for occasions or festivals? 
Very few, in case some people who were really familiar with each other and their boats were 
big enough for them to gather. 
Q11: How many types of boat families were there? 
We were differentiated by the types of our boats. There were longliners, trawlers, walla-
walla... the sizes of our boats determined where we could go and thus where we made a living. 
The longliners went deep-sea fishing and were the wealthiest, the trawlers may fish within the 
harbour areas. As for the walla-walla, they were mainly doing transportation work. 
Q12: Was there any prejudice against and among different boat groups? 
Yes, to certain extent. The people on larger ships seldom communicated with those on small 
wooden boats. Partly due to the physical constraint presented by the sizes of the boats and 
partly due to the class differences. Thus, if any kind of relationships existed, they were 
mostly bound within the same group. 
Q13: Why did you leave the water? 
The economy structure changed during the early 80s. More factory jobs were available which 
did not require high literacy training. Most people, including my family tended to seek for a 
more stable life on land. 
Q14: Do you miss the days on the boat? 
Yes, sometimes. It was where my childhood was spent though the life was so hard. 
Report on interviewing Mr Gordon Fong 
Date: Oct, 2000 一 
Q1:1 have learnt that the Planning Department is proposing to havp " Fishermen Wharf 
in Aberdeen. I think this is good proposal in respect to tourism in A‘�erdeen, 
However, people who are now working tourism in Aberdeen claim fl,…(he government 
policies are actually hindering tourism in Aberdeen. How would yo" comment on that? 
I don't think there is any tourism at all in Aberdeen. What tourism to thPi'i 's the few floating 
restaurants and that's all. 
Q2: The Highways Department is proposing to construct the Route No- 7, which would 
link Aberdeen to Central and thus makes the journey from the Cheh I 叩 Kok A/port to 
Aberdeen only 30 mins. However, the Planning Department seemfi … 
understanding about this proposal. Why is that? 
This is very complicated to answer. The government departments are、//~rking independently 
and have very little co-relationships between them. Not to say the Plar丨“丨rig Department may 
not have understanding on the proposal by the Highways Department, ？//"letimes they are 
even opposing each other. For instance, while the Highways Departrr，勾"f concerns in 
building as many highways as possible, the Environmental Department …灼 oppose them in 
view of environmental protection. 
Q3: When you were organizing the Design Workshop for Aberdeen, did you visit any 
current fishermen or any boat dwellings? 
Unfortunately no, but I can refer you to Carmen Kwong. She works for《‘而 elderly in Wong 
Chuk Hang and may know some fishermen there. See if she can help 丄 
Q4: Can you suggest me what other departments or people I shouf^，contact m respect 
to my thesis? 
I can give you the contact list for people who have participated in the Workshop for 
Aberdeen. The list includes the Planning Department and many othe< '八-sted parties. You 
may also visit the Friends of the Earth. They have done a design w o r W 'OP on sustainable 
community by renewable energy in Tai 〇 . Y o u r concept is somewhat <y"iila「to that for the 
stilt houses. 
Report on Tele-conversation with Mr Micheal 
Ma, the Planning Department 
Date: Oct, 2000 
Q1: Is there any consolidated planning strategies for Aberdeen? 
No, we do not have any plan for /Aberdeen at the moment. 
Q2: Is seems there is a plan to construct a Fishermen Wharf in the current fish market, 
and a Design Workshop has been organized by the HKIA." 
Yes, that's why there is no specific plan at this moment. The design workshop gives us other 
suggestions and they are now under evaluation. 
Q3: Does the Planning Department plan for the use of the Typhoon Shelter as well? 
Well, we make planning on whether the typhoon shelter is big enough or not, but other specific 
uses are not specified by us. 
Q4:1 was told that boat dwellers are no longer allowed. However, people in Aberdeen 
tell me there are about 5-6 dwellers boats still exist in the Typhoon Shelter and these 
boats are permanently anchored. Could you tell me more about this? 
It is now by law that no one can dwell on boats. However, it is hard to prevent someone doing 
illegal dwelling. The boats you mentioned are known as "Class 3" ships by the Marine 
Department. They are historical remains from the war. Due to this reason, they are not 
dismantled, but leave as a floating market for those who work on water. In other words, some 
people do work on those boats but it is hard to control whether they leave the boats at night. 
They need licence to operate and the Marine Department is responsible for this. 
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